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by 
Deborah K. Huckaby 
From the author’s unique perspective as a professional nurse and an ordained minister, 
this study focuses upon how the integration of faith and health restores people to wholeness and 
ultimately to the imago Dei, recognizing both points of connection that have the potential to 
bring health, healing, and wholeness to people throughout the world as well as points of 
disconnection where bridges need to be built. Comprehension of whole person health has the 
power to revolutionize the health and well-being of people everywhere; therefore, knowing how 
individuals understand the integration of spiritual, physical, and emotional well-being could lead 
to ways to help people live healthier lives.  
Because ministry and healthcare professionals are in a position to impact the well-being 
of many people through the influence of their beliefs, this project facilitated a heightened 
comprehension of whole person health and evaluated the subsequent of the faith and health 
concepts in caring for self and others. To accomplish this purpose, this mixed method project 
measured changes in knowledge, attitudes, and behavior prior to and after a seminar on whole 
person health and during follow-up coaching sessions.   
The already knowledgeable participants found appreciable value in the seminar, which 
resulted in statistically significant changes in their personal knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors. 
The essence of this value was the reconciliation of their understanding of the science of 
 healthcare with their tenets of faith to facilitate healing and health and an awareness of faith 
community networks where healthcare and ministry work together. 
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CHAPTER 1 
NATURE OF THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
  The worldview of one who lives simultaneously in two worlds is decidedly different than 
one who dwells solely within one or the other. With the unique vantage point of a professional 
nurse and an ordained minister, the author recognizes both points of connection that have the 
potential to bring health, healing, and wholeness to people throughout the world as well as points 
of disconnection where bridges need to be built. Therefore, this study focuses upon faith and 
health and how the integration of faith and health restores people to wholeness and ultimately to 
the imago Dei.  
 This chapter includes an autobiographical introduction, which describes how the problem 
and the potential for wholeness were first perceived. A statement of the problem expands upon 
the realization that optimum health depends upon the harmonious state of a person’s mind, body, 
and spirit. In recognition that ministry and healthcare professionals are in a position to impact the 
well-being of many other people through the influence of their beliefs, this project provides 
information to ministry and healthcare professionals and then measures their changes in 
knowledge, attitude, and behavior regarding the relationship between faith and health.  Research 
questions focus on participants’ levels of knowledge, attitude, and behavior regarding the 
relationship between faith and health prior to and after a seminar on health, healing, and 
wholeness and after follow-up coaching sessions.   
  The rationale for this project is found in Jesus’ desire for all people to live in peace, joy, 
and wholeness or holiness; in the urgency to prevent disease in conjunction with diagnosis and 
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treatment; in the value of focusing on the root causes of death, and in evidence that collaboration 
by medicine and religion are essential for the health and well-being of people.  
Personal Introduction  
 Most people today consider themselves to be comprised of a body, mind, and emotions. 
Some include the spirit. Such a trichotomy or a dichotomy of body and soul, however, is not the 
language of the Bible. Wilkinson notes that in the Old Testament there are names for about 
eighty different parts of the body, but no one word for the physical body because, according to 
Wilkinson, “it, the Old Testament, thinks of the human being as a whole and recognizes no 
divisions or parts within it, only different aspects of such a being, regarded as a whole” (10). 
Unfortunately, the complex world of modern healthcare was built on the concept of divisions, 
and now medical doctors focus on the care of physical ailments and leave mental concerns to 
psychiatrists and psychologists while both typically disregard anything spiritual. As a registered 
nurse with many years’ experience and as a Christian, I had participated in the medical treatment 
of innumerable patients without ever considering their mental or spiritual concerns. Until one 
day in the late 1990s when my perspective on health, healing, and wholeness changed forever.  
  The organist of our church, also a nurse, asked me to pray with her. She had a lump in her 
breast and was scheduled for a stereotactic biopsy in just a couple of days. Although praying 
aloud with someone was uncommon for me at that time, I was glad to help. As we prayed, I 
thought to ask her if there were any troubled relationships in her life. She gasped and said, “My 
sister! I haven’t spoken to my sister in five years.” We talked and shared Scripture about 
forgiveness. When we prayed she asked God to forgive her, and she also prayed to forgive her 
sister for their broken relationship. That evening the sisters reconciled. Just three days later, 
according to medical x-rays, the lump had disappeared. How could this be? I had been educated 
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in the principles of anatomy and physiology and understood how diseases arise from 
dysfunctional cells following natural disintegration or external stimuli, such as infections. I also 
knew of mental disorders and emotional conditions, but never had I witnessed the restoration of 
physical health from the healing of the mind and spirit. Through this experience, which revealed 
the integration of faith and health, I understood better the abundant life that Jesus came to give us   
(New American Standard Bible, John 10:10) and seek to make it a reality for as many people as I 
can.  
Statement of the Problem  
A human being is one entity and cannot be successfully addressed through 
compartmentalization. In every way a person’s mind, body, and spirit must be in harmony in 
order to achieve optimal health. Through the integration of faith and health, a person is restored 
to wholeness and ultimately to the imago Dei. Thus, issues of health in one area must be 
considered as affecting all three areas.  
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), “7 out of 10 deaths 
among Americans each year are from chronic diseases. Four modifiable health risk behaviors — 
lack of physical activity, poor nutrition, tobacco use, and excessive alcohol consumption—are 
responsible for much of the illness, suffering, and early death related to chronic 
diseases”(Chronic Diseases). Granger Westberg, Lutheran Chaplain and founder of Parish 
Nursing believed that “only as a healing discipline is concerned for the care of the whole man 
can it adequately deal with a part” (90). Although ministry and medicine are both considered 
healing disciplines, there is little history of the two working together successfully, yet the 
incorporation of whole person health has the potential to revolutionize the health and well-being 
of people everywhere.  
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Purpose of the Project 
Thus, the purpose of this project was to measure the changes in knowledge, attitude, and 
behavior regarding the relationship between faith and health among healthcare and ministry 
professionals from north Georgia who participated in a seminar and follow-up coaching on 
health, healing, and wholeness. 
Research Questions 
Knowing how individuals understand the integration of spiritual, physical, and emotional 
well-being could lead to ways to help people live healthier lives. “To raise new questions as new 
possibilities, to regard old problems from a new angle,” according to Albert Einstein, “requires 
creative imagination and marks real advance in science” (Komlik).  
People are complex beings, and a lot can be learned about our invisible self from the 
visible. For example, most people suffer an injury sometime in life and can probably point to a 
scar and tell its story. The scar typically reveals a wound that is completely healed. It is no longer 
red and swollen, and it does not hurt to touch it. In fact, unless someone asks about it, we do not 
even think about it. However, when the wound was fresh and painful, if someone or something 
even got near our “wound”, we reacted to protect ourselves. Our mental, emotional, and spiritual 
hurts are a lot like our physical wounds. When we are made to feel inadequate, incompetent, 
unloved, or unworthy, we can get hurt. When someone inadvertently steps on one of our hidden 
hurts, we strike out with sarcasm or cruel unkind words, or we withdraw in shame, rejection, and 
guilt. Our invisible wounds are not easily healed possibly because we do not make the effort to 
care for them as we do the physical ones. Sometimes they last for decades and can result in 
physical abnormalities. Better understanding of the unity of the mind, body, and spirit could 
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augment wholistic healing long before the wounds became crippling. The following are the 
research questions for this project. 
Research Question #1:  
What were the participants’ level of knowledge, attitude, and behavior regarding the 
relationship between faith and health prior to the seminar and the follow-up coaching on health, 
healing, and wholeness? 
Research Question #2:  
What were the participants’ level of knowledge, attitude, and behavior regarding the 
relationship between faith and health after the seminar and the follow-up coaching on health, 
healing, and wholeness? 
Research Question #3:  
  What aspects of the seminar and/or follow-up coaching had the greatest impact on the 
observed changes in knowledge, attitude, and behavior among the participants?  
Rationale for the Project  
The first reason for this project is an expectation of the abundant life that Jesus said he 
came to give us. The suppositions of modern medicine are found as truth in God’s word. 
Wilkinson notes that health in Scripture is regarded as a right relationship with God, ourselves, 
others, and our environment as well. (20). Jesus said, “I am the way, and the truth and the life” 
(John 14:6). Proverbs 3:5-8 describes the way to the abundant life Jesus came to give us, “Trust 
in the LORD with all your heart, and do not lean on your own understanding. In all your ways 
acknowledge Him and He will make your paths straight. Do not be wise in your own eyes; Fear 
the LORD and turn away from evil. It will be healing to your body, and refreshment to your 
bones.” Jesus intended that we live our lives in peace, joy, and wholeness or holiness. The 
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integration of faith and health enables our transformation towards wholeness or holiness and 
ultimately to restoration to the imago Dei. 
The second reason for this project is the increasing incidence of chronic disease in the 
United States, one of the most advanced countries in the world. The former Director of the CDC, 
Dr. Julie Gerberding, stated that “seven out of ten deaths are caused by chronic disease and that 
the underlying cause of these deaths are often risk factors that can be successfully modified years 
before they ultimately contribute to illness and death”. “In order to change attitudes,” she stated, 
“We need to focus on preventing chronic disease rather than simply treating it - we need to reach 
Americans (the world) in their homes and neighborhoods with innovative programs and 
information” (qtd. in United States 3).  
The third reason for this project is based in the foundational work by Randy Johnson, MD 
of the Marquette County Public Health Department. Dr. Johnson’s diagram  shows how the ten 
leading causes of death such as diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and cancer are predicated on the 
nine actual causes of death such as toxic and microbial agents, substance abuse, tobacco, diet, 
and exercise. All of these causes of death are the ultimate result of the eight root causes of death, 
which include anger/frustration, economic despair, powerlessness, hopelessness, low self-
esteem, external and internal stresses, and a meaningless existence. (Johnson). Only by 
addressing the root causes of death can we effectively save lives.  
The fourth reason for this project is found in the research results of Dr. Harold Koenig, 
the Director of Duke University’s Center for Spirituality, Theology and Health. After thirty years 
of research in the realm of faith and health, Dr. Koenig writes that people who maintain spiritual 
practices, pray regularly, attend worship regularly, volunteer or serve others, and have a social 
network of friends stay healthier, have fewer hospitalizations, fewer surgeries, and recover more 
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quickly after hospitalizations (The Healing Power of Faith 231). Although people of faith 
already know the merits of these channels of God’s grace, science and healthcare trusts in the 
language of research. Bringing the two worlds together is essential for the health and well-being 
of people around the world.    
Definition of Key Terms 
Health - The integration of the spiritual, physical, psychological, and social aspects of the 
patient promoting a sense of harmony with self, others, the environment, and a higher power 
(Faith 8). Health is the overall condition of an organism at a given time, soundness, especially of 
body and mind, and the condition of optimal well-being (Koenig et al. 605). 
Healing - The process of integrating the body, mind, and spirit to create wholeness, 
health, and a sense of well-being, even when the patient’s illness is not cured (Faith 8).  
Wholeness – The quality or state of being whole, shalom, peace, balance, well-being, or 
harmony.  
Shalom – The quality of fullness and well-being of life. From the root word shalem, 
which connotes totality and completeness in all spheres of life, whether physical, mental, 
spiritual, or individual, social, and national (Wilkinson 12). 
Spirituality – An individual’s private search for meaning and connection, particularly his 
or her relationship with God (Matthews 18).  
  Religion – An organized set of beliefs and practices endorsed by a community of fellow 
believers (Matthews 18). 
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Delimitations 
The study of health, healing, and wholeness is vast in terms of content and context. 
Therefore, the following delimitations are incorporated to manage the feasibility and usefulness 
of the study and subsequent findings.  
1. Because the study is focused on the integration of faith and health or religion medicine, 
the participants were comprised of healthcare professionals, primarily physicians and nurses and 
clergy and ministry leaders. These professionals have the foundation to assimilate the whole 
person care perspective and have the greatest sphere of influence with people regarding faith and 
health.  
2. The study was conducted in north Georgia and involved participants in a north Georgia 
location. 
3. The study included a one-day seminar because this is the longest amount of time 
considered reasonable for busy healthcare and ministry professionals.  
4. The seminar was presented only once and the post-seminar coaching sessions which were 
given for three consecutive monthly sessions that thereafter included only four participants, two 
participants from the healthcare sector and two participants from the ministry sector, due to the 
time limitations under which the study was conducted. Observations during the coaching 
sessions were made in person and by telephone to make the study more accessible to the 
healthcare and ministry professionals’ complex schedules. 
Review of Relevant Literature 
Even though both science and religion attest to pain as the body’s alarm system, for most 
people today the typical response to a headache or any untoward sensation is to take a pill 
without even the slightest consideration of the underlying cause. This perspective is just a 
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microcosm of the depreciated understanding of the integration of human wholeness, which 
pervades western culture. From this diminished viewpoint, the abundant life promised by Jesus 
Christ is unfathomable. Yet, wholeness of mind, body, and spirit is the telos of human life.  
Scripture is replete with references to the human, which Bible scholars and theologians 
have studied for centuries. Notably, humanity is described in terms of wholeness. Hoekema 
states that soul, spirit, and heart are used interchangeably. Man in the Bible, according to 
Hoekema, is body and soul as well as body and spirit in Matthew 10:28, 1 Cor. 7:34, and James 
2:25. Grief is referred to as soul and spirit in 1 Sam. 1:10, Isa 54:6, John 12:27, John 13:21, Acts 
17:16, and 2 Peter 2:8. Praising and loving God is both spirit and soul in Luke 1:46-47 and Mark 
12:30 while salvation is both soul and spirit in James 1:21 and 1 Cor. 5:5. A frequent Old 
Testament word for soul is “nephesh”, which means the soul of the inner being, the seat of the 
emotions, and a living being. Ruach refers to the spirit or “air in motion.”  It, too, can refer to the 
seat of emotions along with mental acts or functions of the will. Heart, lebhabh, or kardia is 
found more than 700 times in the Old and New Testaments and can mean unity of the body, as 
well as, soul, mind, will, or moral character. Pneuma and sarx in the New Testament speak of 
spirit and body as breath and flesh. Through these examples, Hoekema emphasizes that a human 
person must be seen in his or her totality – not as a composite of different parts (206). 
Consequently, Hoekema identifies the harm caused by the scientific terminology of Trichotism 
(body, soul, spirit) or the dualism of body and soul called Dichotism, specifically, “violence to 
the unity of man, irreconcilable antithesis between spirit and body and a sharp distinction 
between sprit and soul, which is not supported in Scripture” (205).  
That Jesus’ ministry extended to the whole person is most clearly seen in the healing of 
the paralytic found in the Gospel of Mark 2:1-12 where Jesus makes the connection between 
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healing and the forgiveness of sin. Larry Dorsey, MD connects the concepts of wholeness and 
healing through an analogy, which shows the body as more like music than a machine. 
According to Dorsey, the condition of harmony in the human body is called “wellness” and 
“health” (49). “Health is not static, but a continuous process, like an unfinished symphony, 
absorbing what is happening so that it can shape the next movement” (Kinast 2). As such, the 
body functions as a whole and uses all of its resources in the process of healing.  
John Sanford believes that it is impossible to summarize the way a person becomes whole 
because it is an individual manner, which differs with each person. For Sanford, becoming 
healthy means to be whole, and he emphasizes the need to listen to our bodies. For instance, 
Sanford tells a story about a man with such pent up anger and desire to hit someone that he 
developed severe shoulder pain. When the anger was resolved, the shoulder pain disappeared 
(30). 
Although for many the intersection of faith and health is reflective of the current state of 
a person, there are greater implications of our transformation and restoration process. Luther 
stated, “This life is not godliness, but the process of becoming godly, not health, but the process 
of getting well, not being, but becoming, not rest, but exercise. We are not now what we shall be, 
but we are on our way” (Gaiser 206). Wesley espoused similar teachings. Life, according to 
Wesley, is a journey toward eternity – and health and healing are part of the gradual 
development from sinfulness to holiness or from fragmentation to wholeness (Holifield 47).  
Hoekema correlates this process as the renewal and restoration of the person to the imago 
Dei. Beginning with regeneration and continuing as sanctification throughout the lifetime, the 
Holy Spirit works in and through a child of God to deliver him or her from the “pollution of sin” 
and heal the effects (85-91). This progressive renewal is possible only in the power of the Holy 
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Spirit, but not without the participation of the individual. Diane Ventura, a PhD student in 
Practical Theology and Spiritual, was born with cerebral palsy. In her book, Our Fractured 
Wholeness, Ventura describes the renewal process as an identity of wholeness, where God, when 
encountered in her brokenness, interacted and transformed her, unveiled her true identity in Him 
and gave her the gift of wholeness (104). 
For centuries, scholars have pondered the ramifications of Genesis 1:27 and the creation 
of man in God’s image. Correlatively, others have focused on the admonition in Exodus 20:4 
against creating images of God. Fountain insightfully brings these two passages together 
explaining, “God does not want graven images of himself – only human representations” (92).  
The restoration of the humans to the imago Dei is for God’s glory. Through regeneration and 
transformation (healing and sanctification), we are restored to the imago Dei. Paul Tillich says 
that “where there is real healing, there is a new creation, a New Being (Bakken 84). The Apostle 
Paul taught the Corinthians, “If anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed 
away; behold, the new has come” (2 Cor. 5:17). This process, also defined as theosis, describes 
the end result of salvation and finds its biblical basis in 2 Peter 1:4 where those who believe are 
to “participate in the divine nature”. Therefore, this process is closely connected to the creation 
of humankind in God’s image ("Theosis" 1191).  
The doctrine of theosis was described by patristic fathers Irenaeus as “man-becoming” of 
God and Ignatius of Antioch as Christians “full of God or God-bearers”. Clement of Alexandria 
gave the term the most complete expression: “the Word of God became man in order that you 
may learn from man how man may become God” (Bakken 83).   
The discussion thus far has shown how the integration of faith and health progresses 
throughout a lifetime towards wholeness and holiness. Yet it is obvious that the Western culture 
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does not espouse this same understanding. For more than twenty-five years, healthcare 
organizations in the United States have focused specific attention on treating patients with 
diseases considered among the leading causes of death. In the late twentieth century, physicians 
and nurses developed care maps or “best practice” treatment plans for the top ten or fifteen 
causes of death. Outcomes were monitored for efficiency and effectiveness. Measures of 
mortality, length of hospitalizations, cost, charges, and readmission rates were studied to 
improve the care and the corresponding measures. Eventually, even government reimbursement 
was connected to these measures of care.  
It was during this intense focus on the diseases and their related causes of death that Dr. 
Randy Johnson of the Marquette County Public Health Department developed the following 
diagram, which brings a deeper understanding to the causes, treatment, and possible prevention 
of the most prevalent disease processes in the United States (see fig. 1).  
Nine (9)  Actual Causes
Ten (10) Leading Causes of Death
Diabetes
Suicide
COPD
Heart 
Disease
Liver disease
Cirrhosis
Pneumonia 
& Influenza
Eight (8) Root Causes
Cancer
Stroke
HIV 
AIDS
Accidents
Alcohol &
Substance 
Abuse
Firearms
Motor 
Vehicles
Diet 
Exercise, Activities 
Tobacco
Use
Toxic
Agents
Sexual 
Behavior
Microbial 
Agents
Illicit
Drugs
External
-Internal 
Stress
Meaning-
less
Existence
Low
Self 
Esteem
Lack of 
Information (Education) 
Dr. Randy Johnson, MD,  Marquette County Public Health Department, 1998
Anger Power -
Frustration    lessness
Economic    Hope -
Despair lessness
 
Fig.1. Ten Leading Causes of Death, Randy Johnson MD 
Source: Johnson, Randy. “The Leading Causes of Death” Faith Community Nurse Basic 
Preparation Course.  Gwinnett Medical Center Lawrenceville, Ga. June 2007. Lecture.  
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Dr. Randy Johnson’s diagram shows how the ten leading causes of death such as 
diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and cancer are predicated on the nine actual causes of death such 
as toxic and microbial agents, substance abuse, tobacco, diet, and exercise. All of these causes of 
death are the ultimate result of the eight root causes of death, which include anger/frustration, 
economic despair, powerlessness, hopelessness, low self-esteem, external and internal stresses, 
and a meaningless existence (Johnson). This insightful diagram raises the questions: how do we 
contribute to our own illness, how can we facilitate healing towards wholeness, what are the 
major mental or spiritual issues that contribute to physical illness and ultimately to death, and if 
we can identify those, how can we help alleviate suffering and delay death?  
An obvious answer to the cause and effect of illness is found in Gaiser’s statement that 
“acts have consequences and sometime-destructive actions produce illnesses and disorder” (11). 
A reference to such a cause and effect relationship is found in Psalm 7:15-16 where the trouble a 
person causes “recoils on himself and his violence comes down on his own head.” Obesity is a 
good example of how our actions have consequences. Over the past twenty years, there has been 
a dramatic increase in the obesity rates of people in the United States. More than one-third of 
adults and approximately 17% of children are considered obese. Obesity leads to five of the 
leading causes of death: coronary artery disease, cancer, diabetes, stroke, and liver disease. The 
high fructose corn syrup found in many foods is an easy explanation, but we also need to 
consider what mental and emotional issues, such as stress, contribute to increased consumption 
and decreased exercise or movement.  
Disease, according to Gaiser, stems from and produces estrangement, and Scripture tells 
us that sin separates us from God (Isaiah 59:2). Wesley also thought that every person suffered 
from the disease of sinfulness, a disease with terrifying symptoms: pride, willfulness, self-
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deception, blindness, and an array of others. According to Holifield, Wesley believed people 
who were “infected” with the disease of sinfulness were caught in a living death, and often spoke 
of sickness and death as the result of sin (15). Ford also noted that when people are separated 
from God because of sin they could suffer from rejection and prolonged love-deprivation. The 
most serious, of course, being the separation from the love of God. Ford also believed that 
rejection is the primary cause of most spiritual illnesses, but the rejection of God, which stems 
from failing to respond to God’s love, is preeminent.   
Beckman writes that confessing our sins and receiving forgiveness is the most powerful 
instrument there is (29). He tells the story of a man born with cerebral palsy. For years, the man 
lived with self-pity and anger over his condition and the associated frustrations of his life and in 
his anger fostered a negative attitude toward himself, God, and others. Through the loving 
ministry of Christian friends, he discovered his worth through God’s grace. He confessed his 
anger and he was healed, not of cerebral palsy, but through the renewing of his mind and spirit in 
Christ. “Forgiveness leads to life, but unforgiveness leads to a slow death,” according to Stormie 
Omartian, in her book, Lord, I Want to be Whole, and she speaks to the emotional pain of anger, 
bitterness, hatred and resentment (19).  
Lloyd Ogilvie writes “there are 366 ‘Fear-not’s in the Bible, one for every day of the 
year” (qtd. in Gaultiere). Whatever the exact number, we know that our Scripture is replete with 
admonitions against fear. Yet, especially since September 11, 2001, fear seems to be rampant in 
the world. Goldbrunner attributes this epidemic of fear to Western man’s ability to see through 
illusions and see plainly, “the limits of his own potentialities” and explains that fear creates a 
strong desire for security (48). 
 
In response to fear, the human body is equipped with the ability 
to fight against an attack or flee from a predator. This quick response system is part of the body’s 
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autonomic nervous system, which is responsible for gland or organ function occurring 
unconsciously during threats. However, these responses
 
occur at a higher than normal rate during 
heightened stress causing the body systems to function under
 
sustained pressure. This leads to 
chronic disease and catastrophic events, such as heart attack or stroke and ultimately death.  
 
Chronic diseases, according to the CDC, are “the most common, costly, and preventable 
of all health problems in the U.S.” and in 2005 affected 1 in 33 Americans (Chronic Diseases). 
Thus, fear leads to insecurity and increased stress, which contributes to disease and death. 
Scripture repeatedly commands, “Do not be afraid,” which infers the ability to obey. Addressing 
fear from the whole person perspective, identifying and alleviating major stressors has the 
potential of bringing a higher quality and longer life to millions.  
Significant progress has been made along these lines of research by Dr. Harold Koenig 
and Dr. Dana E. King. Thirty years of their research in the religion and health field has produced 
more than sixteen hundred scholarly papers and reviews, more than twelve hundred of which 
were reports of empirical studies. Koenig summarized much of the findings in his testimony to 
the Subcommittee on Research and Science Education of the U.S. House of Representatives on 
September 18, 2008. Koenig’s findings, referenced earlier, show that people who maintain 
spiritual practices stay healthier, have fewer hospitalizations and surgeries, and recover more 
quickly after hospitalizations (Religion, Spirituality and Public Health 5-7). Koenig also address 
the growing literature on the impression that religion is neurotic, hysterical, and delusional or 
otherwise has an adverse effect on health noting that data for such a consideration comes from 
observational studies, not clinical trials. There are two possibilities, Koenig writes, to answer this 
concern. First, that it is true and religion does in fact cause or result in poorer mental or physical 
health, or, second, that people who are mentally or physically ill are more likely to become 
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religious or gravitate toward religion when they become sick (Koenig et al. 58). In summary, 
however, Koenig states that based on current knowledge in the field of religion and spirituality 
research, there are three major pathways by which religion and spirituality may impact physical 
health and the psychological systems that preserve it. Previous research has shown that religion 
and spirituality are related to psychological, social, and behavioral states and that these factors 
are related to physical health and longevity, therefore it makes sense that these pathways could 
explain why religion and spirituality are related to better physical health (Koenig et al. 579).  
Although faith and medicine are both considered healing professions, the two have 
functioned separately over the past five hundred years despite attempts to reconcile them on the 
same level (Wells 48). As long as thirty years ago, scholars have called for an accord. Margaret 
Mead, the anthropologist, stated, “We need a religious system with science at its very core, in 
which the traditional opposition between science and religion can be resolved, but in terms of the 
future, instead of the past” (Dorsey 20). More recently, ministers, doctors, and psychologists 
realize the interconnectedness of the complex human being and are listening more often to their 
counterparts in all of the healing professions.  
Evidence of the successful collaboration between clergy and healthcare professionals is 
found in Memphis, Tennessee with the Congregational Health Network (CHN) of the Methodist 
LeBonheur Healthcare system. Methodist LeBonheur Healthcare System consists of seven 
different hospitals serving the more than 1.3 million people of Memphis, Tennessee, which 
claims more than two thousand faith communities or churches. The healthcare system, supported 
by the United Methodist Church, has a division dedicated to Faith and Health. In 2005 it was led 
by Dr. Gary Gunderson, an ordained Baptist minister. Through Dr. Gunderson’s visionary 
leadership a partnership was formed between the healthcare system and area clergy to leverage 
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their particular strengths toward building a healthier community. The Network began with sixty 
clergy partners of all denominations and today boasts over five hundred congregations totaling 
more than fifteen thousand people. When a member of the CHN is admitted to one of the 
Methodist Le Bonheur hospitals and identifies as a member of the network, their faith 
community or church is notified of the admission. A designated hospital navigator contacts the 
church’s liaison and through them the two organizations begin to work together to support the 
acute and long-term care of the member.  
  Studies on approximately five hundred patients who were members of the network as 
compared to patients who were not part of the network revealed excellent results. There was a 
50% decrease in mortality, readmission rates, length of stay, and hospital costs and charges and a 
corresponding increase in patient satisfaction (“Church-Health System Partnership”). The 
Congregational Health Network benefits individuals by facilitating the provision of efficient, 
effective, and appropriate care towards a return to optimum health, where health is understood to 
include mind, body, and spirit. The members of the numerous faith communities benefit through 
access to health and wellness support such as educational and preventative programs addressing 
nutrition, physical activity, tobacco use, and chronic disease prevention; health fairs, guest 
speakers, and assistance in choosing the right clinic or physician for health needs, and advocacy 
and a network of aftercare support following an illness or treatment of a medical condition. The 
medical center and society in general benefit from the decreased utilization and costs associated 
with healthcare and hospital admissions and the increased awareness of whole person health. 
From both the faith and health perspective, this model has the potential to bring whole person 
health to all people of the twenty-first century. 
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Research Methodology 
Ministry and healthcare professionals are in a position to impact the well-being of many 
other people through the influence of their beliefs; therefore, this project was designed to 
facilitate a heightened comprehension of whole person health and to evaluate the subsequent 
incorporation of the faith and health concepts in caring for self and others. To accomplish this 
purpose, this project measured changes in knowledge, attitudes, and behavior regarding the 
relationship between faith and health both prior to and after a seminar on whole person health 
and during follow-up coaching sessions 
Type of Research 
A Pre-Seminar Likert scaled questionnaire included fifteen questions designed to 
measure the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of the participant prior to the seminar teaching 
(see Appendix C). Questions one through five address the knowledge and understanding of the 
participant, questions six through ten address attitudes, and questions eleven through fifteen 
address the behaviors of the participant.  
A phenomenological questionnaire (see Appendix D) was used to conduct post-seminar 
interviews directed at understanding the lived experiences of the knowledge, attitudes, and 
behaviors (Sensing 107; Englander 25). Responses, which indicated knowledge, attitudes, and 
behaviors regarding the relationship between faith and health held prior to the seminar and 
coaching sessions, were included as appropriate answers to this question. 
Participants 
The participants included male and female Christian healthcare and ministry 
professionals and leaders from the north central Georgia area between the ages of twenty-five 
and seventy-five years of age and potentially of the Euro- and African-American races.  
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Instrumentation 
The knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of the seminar participants were measured 
quantitatively using pre- and post-seminar five-part Likert scale questionnaires. A 
phenomenological questionnaire, designed to understand qualitatively the lived experiences of 
the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors, was used to conduct twelve post-seminar interviews 
with volunteer participants (two from healthcare and two from ministry). 
Data Collection 
This phenomenological study involved participants, who by their very nature are 
subjective, and, although a protocol will ensure a high level of validity, any qualitative study will 
include some preconception. A seminar was conducted for participants comprised of healthcare 
professionals and clergy or ministry leaders. A questionnaire of the participants’ levels of 
knowledge, attitude, and behavior regarding the relationship between faith and health was 
completed immediately prior to and following the seminar. Coaching sessions were made 
available to the participants; four participants were selected to be included in that part of the 
study. Observations during coaching sessions focused on evaluation of the participants’ 
appropriation of the seminar training. The observations were carried out by listening, observing, 
and recording participants’ understanding of healing as a physical, mental, or spiritual process in 
correlation with evidence of transformation and the fruits of the spirit as indication of the 
restoration of the imago Dei. 
Data Analysis 
The pre- and post-seminar questionnaires measured the knowledge, attitude, and 
behaviors of the participants according to a five-part Likert scale (see Appendix B and C).  Data 
gathered from the questionnaires were measured inferentially utilizing between and within 
subject analysis of variance or ANOVA (Love-Myers).   
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The data from the twelve post-seminar interview sessions were recorded, transcribed, and 
coded using qualitative data analysis software. Analysis consisted of identifying and explaining 
the meaning of the data, organizing and connecting emerging themes, and making 
generalizations to provide answers to the research questions. Coding categories included 
knowledge, attitude, and behavior prior to the seminar, knowledge, attitude, and behavior after 
the seminar, health prior and after seminar, faith prior and after seminar, unity of mind, body, 
and spirit, connections between faith and health, and other aspects that had the greatest impact on 
the participant. 
Literal words, phrases, and language were evaluated according to frequency and 
participant type. The amount of change in the three aspects of pre- and post- seminar 
questionnaires was evaluated in comparison to the significant findings of the qualitative word 
frequency and thought cluster results.  
Generalizability 
The mixed methodology of a quantitative measurement of pre- and post- seminar changes 
in knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors along with post-seminar qualitative interviews is 
transferrable to other settings. The seminar brought together two distinct disciplines and fostered 
an understanding of how the two are fundamentally linked. Because all the participants are 
Christian, the language of scripture, theology, and faith was common to all. This methodology 
proved adequate for a project of such complexity and should work well with less complicated 
components.  
Project Overview 
The following includes chapters that focus on a review of literature, research 
methodology, evidence, and learning from the project. Chapter Two addresses the biblical and 
theological foundations, a history of healing, leading causes of life, how integration of faith and 
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health promotes health, and how healthcare and faith work together. Chapter Three describes the 
research methodology, which includes the research questions, participants, instrumentation, and 
data collection and analysis. Chapter Four addresses both quantitative and qualitative evidence of 
the project. Chapter Five reports the major findings and learning from the study, including 
ministry applications, unexpected observations and recommendations.  
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview Of The Chapter 
This review of literature considers first the Biblical and Theological Foundations of faith 
and health and then establishes the project in the historical continuum with a chronology of the 
theory of healing. Thereafter, contemporary research themes are considered including the leading 
causes of death and life, outcomes of the relationship of faith and health, and collaborative 
efforts between healthcare and ministry leaders. Literature in this review includes the Bible, 
dissertations, testimonies, statistics, research papers, models, diagrams, theories, abstracts, 
articles, Greek and Hebrew lexicons, dictionaries, books, commentaries, Logos Bible Software 
resources, curriculum, and personal stories. 
Biblical Foundations 
The Holy Scriptures are replete with words that describe human beings as a whole or as a 
part of the whole. Yet, as John Calvin states, "Man never attains to a true self-knowledge until he 
has previously contemplated the face of God” (Berkouwer 20). Therefore, to understand the 
human as a unified being, it is necessary to begin with God in the beginning when humankind 
was first created.  
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Genesis 2:7 tells us that “the LORD God formed man of dust from the ground, and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living being” (New American 
Standard Bible).  The passage is found in what is sometimes called the second creation story 
with Genesis 2:4a and 2:4b commonly identified as the point of division between the two. 
Genesis 2:1-4a summarizes the creation of the heavens and earth detailed in Genesis 1:1-31, 
while Genesis 2:4b begins a more detailed description of the sixth day, during which God created 
adam, the first human being.  “Genesis 1 sets forth ʾādām as the goal and vice-regent of creation, 
while Gen 2 shows how the creation was formed as the scene of man’s activity, i.e. it was 
formed around ʾādām” (Harris, Archer, and Waltke 10).  
Preceding the highlighted verse, Genesis 2:5 describes the earth in a pre-creation state 
where no plant had been created and “there was no man to cultivate the ground” (Fretheim 349).  
Thereafter, Genesis 2:8 relates God’s creation of a garden as a dwelling for the new human 
creation, “A play on the words ‘man’ (ʾādām) and ‘ground’ (ʾădāmâ) becomes apparent: man is 
related to the “ground” by his very constitution (3:19), making him perfectly suited for the task 
of working the “ground,” which is required for cultivation (2:5, 15)” (Matthews 349). Bruckner 
adds a comparable English word play saying; “the human was formed from the humus” (5).  
The creation act, described in Genesis 2:7, reveals God, the Creator, intimately involved 
in the formation of the human creature. Like a potter, the LORD God or Yĕhovah shaped the 
creature from the dust of the earth and breathed into the new being the breath of life. Thus, with 
the dust of the ground (material) and with the breath of God (immaterial) humans were made. 
“The concept of deity as a craftsman nor the concept of man coming from earthly material is 
unique to the Bible,” according to Hamilton, who cites a picture from ancient Egypt where a 
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ram-headed god, Khunum, sitting on his throne with a potter’s wheel before him on which he 
fashions Amenhotep III (circa 1400BC) (Hamilton 157).  
Textual comparison results show the phrase, “formed of dust” in the RSV, ESV, and 
NASB versions of the Bible and “formed from the dust” in the NIV version. Additionally, the 
RSV, NASB, and NIV versions describe the resulting creation as a “living being” while the ESV 
uses the term “living creature”.  Correlating scripture references include: Psalm 100:3, Psalm 
139:14-15, Isaiah 64:8, Genesis 3:19-23, Psalm 103:14, Job 33:4-6, Job 27:3, Ecclesiastes 3:20, 
and Acts 17:25. The Hebrew word for ground is “adama”, a feminine noun singular, which 
means ground, land, earth substance, land, territory, or whole inhabited earth (Adamah).  The 
term, according to this meaning, is found forty three times with thirty-seven of those occurrences 
being found in the book of Genesis (Hebrew Lexicon). Hamilton correlates man’s exaltation 
from the dust with elevation to a royal office and points to Genesis 2:7 as affirmation that God 
raised man or adam from the dust to reign (Hamilton 158).   
The Hebrew word for breath is nĕshamah, a feminine noun, which means breath, spirit, 
every breathing thing, and spirit (of man). Generally, when this noun is used in reference to man, 
it signifies the breath of life. It is frequently found in combination with rûaḥ or “spirit” and 
seems synonymous with nepeš (Harris et al. 605). The term is found twenty-nine times in the 
Hebrew concordance where it is translated as breath seventeen times, spirit twice, and soul once. 
Hamilton notes in the Old Testament scriptures that the more common ruah is applied to God, 
man, animals, and even false gods, but nĕshamah is applied only to Yahweh and to man. 
According to Hamilton this is because man alone receives the breath of God (159).  
As recorded in Genesis 2:7 and corroborated through common observation, a human is 
made of a visible and material body and an invisible and seemingly immaterial breath. Through 
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the years this basic understanding has been described and expounded in various terms and 
applications as noted in 1 Kings 17:21 and Matthew 10:28. 
Seow introduces Elijah in 1 Kings 17 amid two themes: “Life is made possible by the 
Lord alone and the importance of the word of the Lord as spoken through the prophet” (125). 
These themes are carried through the stories of the Lord’s provision of food to Elijah by the 
ravens and by a Sidonian widow. Testimony is given to God as the true Lord of life with power 
over the forces of nature (rain/drought) and even death in the subsequent story of the resurrection 
of a dead boy. The widow’s son became ill and grew worse and worse until he finally stopped 
breathing. In 1 Kings 17: 21-22, Elijah beseeches the Lord to “let this child’s life come into him 
again” and “the Lord listened to the voice of Elijah; the life of the child came into him again and 
he revived.”  He is praying that the child’s immaterial being (soul or life) be returned to his 
material and dead body.  Kessler and Deurloo corroborate this thought in stating that a human is 
a miracle of life in the midst of death, for if God does not give the breath the human is dead (42).  
Here the word “life” is the Hebrew word nephesh, a feminine noun, which means the 
soul, self, life, person, living being, desire, emotion, passion, activity of the will, character, and 
that which breathes; it occurs almost seven hundred times in Hebrew scripture (Nephesh). The 
RSV version translates nephesh as “soul” while the ESV, NASB, and NIV versions of the Bible 
translate it as “life”. Waltke indicates that the original, concrete meaning of the word was 
probably “to breathe.” The verb occurs three times with the meaning “to refresh oneself” (Ex 
23:12; 31:17; II Sam 16:14) and the noun appears to denote “breath” in Gen 1:30: “in which is 
the breath of life (in living creatures).” The connection between nepeš and breath is also 
suggested by such statements as: “and the Lord breathed [npḥ] into his nostrils the breath of life; 
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and man became a living soul” (Gen 2:7); and “the nepeš life/breath/soul of the child returned 
and he revived” (I Kgs 21:22) (Nephesh).   
Modern critical scholarship, according to Bellani, agrees that the Hebrew and Greek 
concepts of soul were not synonymous and while the “Hebrew thought world distinguished the 
soul from the body, there was no question of two separate, independent entities” (679). G. C. 
Berkouwer corroborates the idea that among theologians the biblical view is always in support of 
Hebrew holism rather than Greek dualism. Therefore, even though new terms are introduced in 
the New Testament in general and Matthew 10:28 more specifically, the foundational concepts 
are the same.   
Matthew 10, where Jesus sends his disciples and followers to minister to the lost sheep of 
Israel, is considered the missioning discourse. The disciples are called and given instructions, 
which include predictions of persecution and the cost of discipleship. In Matthew 10:28 Jesus 
admonishes the disciples specifically, not to fear “those who kill the body, but cannot kill the 
soul: rather fear him who can destroy both soul and body in hell” (Boring 260).   
The Greek word for soul in this verse is psyche, a feminine singular accusative noun, 
which means breath or the breath of life, life or a living being and soul, the seat of the feelings, 
desires, affections, aversions, a moral being designed for everlasting life, and an essence, which 
differs from the body and is not dissolved by death (Psyche). Of the 105 occurrences in the New 
Testament more than half (58 times) are translated “soul” with the remaining majority (40 times) 
being translated “life”. This context, according to Robertson, connotes an eternal spirit, not just 
life in the body (Robertson).  
 This interpretation was also supported by Augustine who described the soul’s eternal 
characteristic as “immortal according to a certain manner of its own: for it is a kind of life, which 
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is able to give life to the body by its presence.
 
For by the soul doth the body live? This life 
cannot die, and therefore is the soul immortal” (307), but Hendriksen distinguishes between 
psyche as the term used more broadly to indicate the sum-total of life that rises above the 
physical and pneuma, which indicates the human spirit in its relation to God (471).  
Matthew 10:28 connects the soul and the body, which is the Greek word sōma, a neuter 
accusative singular noun, which means the body, both of men or animals; a dead or living body, 
or corpse (“Soma”). This meaning is distinct from the expression “in the body of his flesh or 
sárx, which means in his body incarnate, flesh that forms an organized whole” (Zodhiates 4983). 
The term soma is from the root word sōzō, which means “to save”, “to heal”, and “to make 
whole” (Zodhiates 4983;).  Augustine’s knowledge of the meanings of these words and the 
connection of the body and the soul is reflected in his admonishment to “know for certain that 
the body is dead without the soul, and that the soul is dead without God. Every man, without 
God, hath a dead soul” (308).  
While the Old Testament uses no specific term for the human body, it employs various 
terms such as “trunk,” “belly,” “bowels,” “flesh,” and “bones” by synecdoche for the whole 
(“Soma”). In the New Testament the term body is used figuratively as the “body of sin” (Romans 
6:6), “body of death” (Rom. 7:24), or “body of his glory” (Phil. 3:21) and generally as the 
“whole man” (Rom. 6:12, Heb. 10:5).   
Contrary to Greek philosophy, which taught that the body was evil, the New Testament 
teaches that the human body is subordinated to the soul and has a dignity originally conferred 
upon it by the Creator, who shaped it out of the earth and glorified it by the incarnation of Christ 
(Chan 145). Shuman and Volck concur with that position and state that a misreading of Paul’s 
sharp contrast of sárx (flesh) with pneuma (spirit), associating flesh with law, sin, and death and 
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spirit with life in the new creation looks as if Paul is rejecting life lived in and through our bodies 
(47). Paul, however, regards the body as part of God’s good creation and focuses his criticism 
only on the way the body is lived. Shuman and Volck attest to Paul’s affirmation of the body as 
evidenced in his use of the body as a metaphor for the gathered Christian community. Finally, 
any discussion of the body must include Jesus, the “Word made flesh” (John 1:14), whose 
humanity, a significant part of all four Gospels, refutes the Gnostic belief. Although body or 
sṓma is considered the antithesis of soul or psuchḗ in Matthew 10:28, it is also one of the 
components (sṓma, psuchḗ and pneúma), which comprise a well-known periphrasis of the whole 
man described in 1 Thessalonians 5:23 (Zodhiates 959).  
Paul’s ends his first epistle to the Thessalonians with a prayer saying, “May the God of 
peace Himself sanctify you entirely; and may your spirit and soul and body be preserved 
complete, without blame at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.” Described as a peace 
benediction or wish prayer, this type of letter closing is found seven times in Paul’s writings 
including (Rom. 15:33; 16:20a; 2 Cor. 13:11; Gal. 6:16; Phil. 4:9b; 1 Thess. 5:23; 2 Thess. 3:16) 
(Weima 10379). Both Wanamaker and Green describe 1 Thessalonians 5:23-28 as a wish prayer, 
which, according to Wanamaker, includes a benediction v.28, a greeting v.26 and a doxology 
v.23 (Wanamaker 205; G. Green 266). Smith interprets Paul’s prayer as a peace benediction and 
the beginning of the letter’s peroration identifying this verse as part of the grace– peace – peace 
– grace inclusio, which binds together the entire letter and also a part of a final inclusio 
consisting of two intercessory prayers in 5:23 and 5:28 (Smith, A. 35).  Wanamaker explains that 
5:23 forms a bracket with 3:11-13 around the “parenetic material in 4:1-5:22, which has as one 
of its principal goals that of aiding the Thessalonians in the process of sanctification” (206).  
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Paul’s wish-prayer in 5:23 is composed of two wishes: may the God of peace Himself 
sanctify you entirely and may your spirit, soul, and body be preserved complete at the coming of 
our Lord Jesus Christ. The meaning of peace, according to Weima, stems from the Old 
Testament concept of shalom involving the restoration of the fallen created order to its former 
perfection (10,390).   
These two optative verbs, along with two references to the Thessalonian recipients of the 
prayer (“you”; “your spirit and soul and body”) and the two rare and synonymous 
adjectives involving alliteration (holoteleis, completely; holokleron, whole), are in a 
chiastic relationship to each other and form two distinct clauses: 
A verb: hagiasai (may he sanctify) 
 B recipients: hymas (you) 
  C adjective: holoteleis (completely)  
            kai (and) 
  C' adjective: holokleron (whole) 
B’ recipients: hymon to pneuma kai he psyche kai to soma (your spirit and 
soul and body) 
A' verb: teretheie (may it be preserved) (Weima 10390)  
 
Both clauses contain Greek words meaning whole. In the first, entirely or holotelēis means 
perfect or complete in all respects. It is derived from the combination of holos, which means 
whole and telos, which means an end or goal and is therefore translated entirely (Hoekema 208). 
Wanamaker interprets holotelēs, a predicate adjective, as an adverb quantitatively rather than 
qualitatively by virtue of a person’s involvement as in what he or she does or does not do in the 
process of sanctification. Therefore, according to Wanamaker, sanctify or hagios is interpreted as 
aorist optative and refers to the whole process (206). This constative aorist tense views the action 
as a whole and describes the action in summary focusing on the fact of the occurrence instead of 
its nature (Wallace 241).  
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Holoklēros, an adjective which means complete in all its parts, no part wanting or 
unsound, entire, whole, complete in all respects, and consummate, is found in the second wish. 
In this instance, holoklēros is “qualitative, indicating something that has integrity is intact, 
complete, and undamaged” (Martin, Logos). Wanamaker describes this clause as problematic 
due to the fact that the aorist passive optative verb tereo, defined as preserve or kept, has both a 
predicate adjective, holoklēros meaning complete and a predicate adverb, amemptōs meaning 
blamelessly. The qualitative versus quantitative characteristic of the verb, tereo, is further 
conveyed from its relationship with the threefold subject. Tereo, a third person singular verb 
regards the spirit, soul, and body as a single unit (Vine, W. "Dictionaries::Preserve"). Donovan 
describes a person whose whole spirit, soul, and body are thus preserved as “a person whose 
parts have come together so that they work in perfect harmony – a person whose life is not 
fragmented, but is what we today might call centered or together” (Donovan). “The former 
collective, the latter distributive – one implying a totality from which no part is excluded and the 
other an integrity in which each part has its due place and proportion” (“Commentary on 1 
Thessalonians 5:1.”). As Weima also concluded, both terms are rare; holotelēs found only here in 
the New Testament and holoklēros found here and in James 1:4, where, according to Green, 
James conveys his desire that his readers “may be mature and complete, not lacking anything” 
(G. Green 268).  Additionally, Green noted that in “papyri and inscriptions of this era this 
adjective was synonymous with words of good health” (G. Green 268).  In Acts 3:16, according 
to Green, a related word, holoklēria, refers to the complete healing the lame person enjoyed after 
being healed and then again in the third century holoklēros appears frequently in letter closings 
where the author wishes the reader good health (G. Green 268).  
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The list of elements in 1 Thessalonians 5:23, pneuma translated spirit, psyche translated 
soul, and sōma translated body is the only passage in the New Testament that speaks of a 
tripartite makeup of human nature. The word pneuma or spirit, can mean the third person of the 
triune God, the Holy Spirit, coequal, coeternal with the Father and the Son; the vital principal by 
which the body is animated; a simple essence, devoid of all or at least all grosser matter, and 
possessed of the power of knowing, desiring, deciding, and acting and a movement of air. A total 
New Testament translation count of 385 identifies the usage of pneuma or spirit as the Holy 
Spirit 234 times, human spirit 49 times, and evil spirit 47 times (Pneuma). Although 
sanctification is the work of the Holy Spirit, the human spirit is the focus in this instance (Weima 
4198). The words sōma translated body, and psyche translated soul are discussed in detail above. 
Martin states the soul is the life force that all living things, including animals, possess and is that 
which distinguishes the inanimate or dead from living. Martin further describes the soul as “the 
seat of internal thoughts, desires, and emotions and as the part of the human which survives 
physical death” (Martin).  
Because of the now familiar collocation of the words “mind, body and spirit,” 1 
Thessalonians 5:23, is the primary text for the proponents of trichotomism. However, this array 
of elements does not substantiate the trichotomist understanding of human nature for as Grudem 
and other authors claim, “Paul could be simply piling up synonyms for emphasis” (478).  For 
instance, Smith explains that Paul’s succession of terms or “trichotomous anthropology (spirit, 
soul and body) indicates not Paul’s personal acceptance of the anthropology, but the recognition 
from the church’s perspective that it is the whole human being who is to be found blameless at 
the Parousia” (A. Smith, 736).  Holmes’ agrees that spirit, soul, and body are simply synonyms 
that Paul uses to stress the comprehensive nature of salvation, which encompasses the entire 
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person (200). Furnish concurs, stating the mind, body, spirit list is “clearly rhetorical” connoting 
wholeness and completeness of every aspect of one’s existence (122). “Just as Jesus’ exhortation 
to love God with all your heart, … soul, … mind and … strength (Mark 12:30) is not intended to 
teach something about the makeup of humans, but rather to stress the need for one’s total and 
absolute devotion to God, so also Paul’s prayer concerning ‘spirit and soul and body’ says less 
about the apostle’s view of anthropology than about his concern that sanctification be expressed 
in every aspect of the Thessalonians’ being and conduct” (Weima 10501).  Scholars Martin, 
Smith, and Holmes agree that Paul was not emphasizing a threefold nature of humanity, but the 
whole person and highlight the fact that the adjective “whole” is first in the clause. Thus, in 
using all three terms, spirit, soul, and body, Paul is “expressing the hope that the Thessalonians, 
each as a totality, remain unaffected by evil in every respect” (Kittel, Bromiley, and Friedrich 
766-767).  
Because sōma or body is included, Paul is said to “embrace the bodily and spiritual 
‘wholeness’ or salvation, which comes from God alone” (Kittel et al. 766-767). Jewett, who 
explains that trichotomy is atypical for Pauline anthropology, considers Paul’s inclusion of the 
terms, holotelēs and holoklēros, an unprecedented emphasis on wholeness in response to the 
Gnostic dualism, which was current in Thessalonica during that time (107).  Paul, like most 
Jewish and Old Testament writers saw people as whole with body and soul separated at death 
and here distinguished the various components only to make his point (Keener 596). Fee adds 
Paul’s concern is that his almost all Gentile congregation understand that salvation includes 
sanctification and purity of the body (4212).  
Weima emphasizes Paul’s recapitulation of the letter’s themes in the two clauses of the 
peace benediction or wish-prayer. The call to holy living, “sanctify you entirely” is a reference to 
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the theme of holy or sanctified living found in 1 Thessalonians 4:1-5:22 and most explicitly in 
4:3-8. It is the same concern found in 1:2-10 and 2:1-3: 13 (Weima 10433). The second clause 
transfers the focus from the collective “you”, second person plural, to the individual “you”, 
second person singular, and highlights that holiness pertains to the whole being, spirit, soul, and 
body (Weima 10,501 and Fee 4182). Thus, Paul’s collocation of terms “is not intended to teach 
something about the makeup of humans, but rather to stress the need for one’s total and absolute 
devotion to God…” (Weima 10,501).  
Contrary to the prior interpretations is the declaration by Spence-Jones that Paul’s 
threefold division of human nature into three parts – spirit, soul, and body – is not merely 
rhetorical, but a distinct statement of the three component parts of human nature. According to 
Spence-Jones, the “spirit” is the highest part of man, that which assimilates him to God, renders 
him capable of religion, and makes him susceptible to being acted upon by the Spirit of God. The 
“soul” is the inferior part of his mental nature, the seat of the passions and desires, of the natural 
propensities. The “body” is the corporeal frame” (Spence-Jones Logos).  
Paul’s acceptance of the soul’s continuance after death and the resurrection of the body 
are seen in his second letter to the Corinthians where he exhorts the believers to “purify 
themselves from everything that contaminates body and spirit, perfecting holiness out of 
reverence for God” (2 Corinthians 7:1). Here holiness for God is the telos or completion of the 
process of sanctification that Paul mentions in 1 Thessalonians 5:23, where he wrote “May God 
himself, the God of peace, sanctify you through and through.”  
The word sanctify is hagiazō, which means to separate from profane things and dedicate 
or consecrate to God, to purify, and to cleanse by expiation or internally by renewal of the soul. 
Sanctification or being set apart and dedicated to God permeates the Old Testament. Being found 
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835 times, it is a primary term for holiness or qadosh and means separated or set apart. Sanctify, 
found 102 times in the Old Testament, carries the meaning of consecration of people as well as 
places, garments, and vessels. The New Testament term for sanctification, hagios, is derived 
from the Old Testament qadosh and conveys the basic meaning of separation (Arnett 131-132).  
Other references emphasizing God’s work in our sanctification include Ephesians 5:26, Titus 
2:14, and Hebrews 13:20-21. 
Sanctification is defined as that relationship with God into which men enter by faith in 
Christ. It is God's will for the believer and His purpose in calling him by the gospel. 
Sanctification, according to Paul must be learned from God, as He teaches it by His Word 
(1Thess. 4:4-7). It must be “pursued by the believer, earnestly and undeviatingly for it is an 
individual possession, built up, little by little, as the result of obedience to the Word of God, and 
of following the example of Christ, in the power of the Holy Spirit” (Vine 545).  Sanctification is 
the supernatural work of the Holy Spirit in the believer bringing about likeness to Christ. 
Interestingly, the term sanctification does not appear in the Synoptic Gospels at all. 
Instead, Jesus emphasized that humans are children of God and thus should show a likeness to 
Him. In Matthew 5:43-45 and Mark 3:35, Jesus describes those who are sons of the Father in 
heaven and those who do God’s will as his sisters and brothers. Paul concurs in Ephesians 4:1, 
urging believers to live a life worthy of the calling we have received. Jesus taught that the first 
and greatest commandment is to “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your 
soul and with all your mind” and the second commandment is to “Love your neighbor as 
yourself” (Matt. 22:34-40).  
Jesus is drawing upon the Old Testament teaching of Deuteronomy 6:4, known as the 
“Shema” the most well-known prayer of Judaism, which means that Jehovah is the one absolute 
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God and that He requires love with all the heart, all the soul, and all the strength (Keil and 
Delitzsch Logos).  The heart is the seat of the emotions of which love is the highest. Next 
follows the soul or nephesh as the center of personality in man, to depict the love as pervading 
the entire self-consciousness, and then “with all the strength,” as in body and soul. Love involves 
the whole person in all its activities or as Culpepper states regarding Luke 10:27, “God’s claim 
on us reaches every area of our experience, to our innermost being (heart or kardia); our lives 
and that what gives us our individual identity (psyche or soul); our energy, strength, resolve, and 
resources (ischys or might) and our understanding or intellectual capabilities (dianoia or mind)” 
(229).  Therefore, ultimate wholeness and the human’s highest good are found in loving the 
creating and redeeming God. As John Wesley taught, the sanctifying grace of God leads us to 
perfection, which finds its epitome in Jesus Christ (Colossians 3:4) (Outler and Heitzenrater 
486). 
Theological Foundations 
In the beginning, God formed “man” of dust from the ground, and breathed into his 
nostrils the breath of life and “man” was created. That humans are made of a visible and material 
body and an invisible and seemingly immaterial breath is a premise generally accepted by all.  
While most agree concerning the material aspect, the composition of the immaterial component 
has been and continues to be a matter of many diverse perspectives.  The various theories of how 
these elements are incorporated within the human being are included in the doctrine of the 
constitution or nature of man.  
The theory that a human being is made of three parts (body, soul, and spirit) is called 
trichotomy, which advances the stance that “man’s soul includes his intellect, his emotion and 
his will” (Grudem 472). Trichotomists contend that the “spirit is a higher faculty in man that 
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comes alive when a person becomes a Christian” (Grudem 472). Along with 1 Thessalonians 
5:23, scripture used in support of this view includes Hebrews 4:12 where the soul and spirit is 
said to be capable of division, 1 Corinthians 2:14-3:4 with people of the flesh and those who are 
unscriptural, and 1 Corinthians 14:14, where Paul prays, yet his mind is unfruitful, implying that 
the mind is able to do something different from his spirit. Experientially, trichotomists believe 
that the spirit comes alive at regeneration (Rom. 8:10) and attest to a spiritual perception of 
God’s presence, which is distinct from their thoughts and emotions (Grudem 478). In contrast, 
Paul’s listing of elements in 1 Thessalonians 5:23 is generally believed to serve the purpose of 
emphasis and in the Hebrews text, the soul and spirit are terms, like thoughts and intentions, used 
to describe the innermost being of a person. In response to 1 Corinthians 14:14, according to 
Grudem, there is a non-physical element to our existence that can at times function apart from 
our conscious awareness, but whether Paul considers the spirit as separate from the soul is not 
clear (480). Erikson explains how trichotomism was influenced by Greek metaphysics in 
teaching that the “body is the material aspect of the human, the soul is the immaterial aspect and 
the spirit brings the two into relationship with one another”(539) .  
Trichotomism was popular among the Alexandrian church fathers, such as Clement of 
Alexandria, Origen, and Gregory of Nyssa. A most notable trichotomist among the early fathers 
of the church was Irenaeus, who taught that unbelievers have only souls and bodies, but believers 
acquire spirits, which have been created by the Holy Spirit (Hoekema 205). The theory fell into 
disrepute after Apollinarius used it in constructing his Christology, which was later deemed 
heretical (Erikson
 
538-540).  Contemporary proponents include Andrew Murray, G.H. Pember, 
A.R. Fausset, Ruth Paxson, and Clarence Larkin who describes man as a “trinity” in his book, 
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Dispensational Truth or God’s Plan and Purpose in the Ages. The following is a diagram of 
Larkin’s tripartite man (see fig. 2).  
 
Fig. 2. Threefold Nature of Man, Larkin, Clarence. Tripartite Man. Web.  
Berkouwer also writes that the idea of trichotomy originated in Greek philosophy from a 
need for an intermediary between the two poles of visible body and invisible spirit. Here, in 
contrast to Erikson, Berkouwer identifies the soul as that which forms a juncture between the two 
things that cannot be united, the body and spirit. Berkouwer explains that “trichotomy came into 
conflict with the biblical view of the whole created man: man, in which his unity is maintained 
against any sort of dualistic tension in the work of God’s hands, a tension which has then to be 
bridged by a third mediating substance in order to accommodate it to the Christian doctrine” 
(Berkouwer).  
Nineteenth century proponents of trichotomism include Franz Delitzsch, J. B. Heard, J.T. 
Beck, and G. F. Oehler. More recently, it has been supported by Watchman Nee, Charles R. 
Solomon, and Bill Gothard (Hoekema
 
205). Most notable among these latter advocates are Franz 
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Delitzsch, whose System of Biblical Psychology was published in 1855, and Herman Bavinck, 
whose Biblical and Religious Psychology was published in 1920. Both admit that the Bible is not 
a scholastic book of science and claim that the words it uses, such as spirit, soul, heart, and mind, 
have been borrowed from popular language of the time and are not always used in the same 
sense (Hoekema 203-204). In response, Hoekema contends that trichotomy must be rejected 
because it seems to do violence to the unity of man and often presupposes an irreconcilable 
antithesis between spirit and body (203-206).  
The spirit and body are the focus of the theory of dichotomism, whose adherents refute 
trichotomism in support of the two-part body and soul/spirit dualism where the person is 
identified with the soul, but not the body. This unbiblical body – spirit dualism, known as 
Gnosticism, was especially popular in the first and second centuries although it is still in 
existence today. Gnostics view the spirit as good and the body as evil and thus reject the 
incarnation. Gnosticism has implications for salvation achieved not by faith, but by special 
knowledge (gnosis).  Grudem notes that dichotomy has been commonly held throughout church 
history and is more common today among evangelical scholars (473).   
Dichotomists argue that if Paul’s listing of synonyms in 1 Thessalonians 5:23 and Jesus’ 
admonition in Luke 10:27 are true representations of the whole person then there are multiple 
“parts” of the whole person. From this, dichotomists conclude that the soul (immaterial) is the 
repository of all that is not body (material). Baptist theologian William Newton Clarke speaks 
distinctly of the two-fold division explaining in detail how the body is subordinate to the 
spirit/soul (184).  According to Methodist pastor and professor L. Harold DeWolfe, the Bible 
assumes that the life of the soul is dependent on a living body, but concludes that this assumption 
is attributed to the difficulty in representing reality and calls attention to biblical passages such as 
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Matthew 27:50, John 19:30, and Luke 23:46, which DeWolfe understands as the soul’s rule over 
the body (Erikson 542). Advocates throughout church history include such theologians as John 
Calvin, Charles Hodge, and A. H. Strong (Boyd and Eddy 88).  
While trichotomists and dichotomists agree the human is a compound of separable parts, 
Monists insist that the human is indivisible. Monism is the belief that the human is comprised of 
only one element, the body. Monists, such as John A. T. Robinson and H. Wheeler Robinson, 
maintain that the biblical terms of spirit and soul are just expressions of the whole (Grudem 473). 
Monism, which arose as a reaction against the liberal immortality of the soul, insists that there is 
no possibility of life apart from bodily resurrection. Thus far, according to Grudem, monism has 
not been adopted by evangelical theologians because of the preponderance of scriptural text 
(Gen. 35:18; Ps. 31:5; Luke. 23:43, 46; Acts 7:59; Phil.1:23-24; 2 Cor. 5:8; Heb. 12:23; Rev. 6:9; 
20:4 and chapter 42), which clearly affirm that the soul or spirit live on after the body dies. A 
recent alternative view garnering support is non-reductive physicalism, which “takes 
neuroscience seriously in a theological context” and assumes that a human being’s essential 
nature is basically synonymous with his or her physical body (including the brain)” (Tan 328). 
Advocates of this theory claim that there is no separate soul of the person.  
Although the prior discussion has highlighted different dimensions of a human, a state of 
wholeness, rather than fragmentation, is the ultimate intention.  The biblical view of a human 
person, according to Fountain, is a unified whole where the body, mind, and spirit are 
inseparable, interdependent, and “intermingled” (Fountain 88). In Paul’s letter to the Colossians 
he writes, “God’s plan is … that Christ is in you, which means that you will share in the glory of 
God” (Col. 1:27).  
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Fountain’s description of the human being as an inseparable, interdependent, and 
intermingled unified whole most aptly describes the author’s understanding of the human being. 
The mind, body, and spirit are understood to be descriptors of functionality, rather than discrete 
body parts. As Tennent explains, “all unity contains plurality” and “the more conscious and 
intelligent a being is, the greater the differentiation and the more profound the unity” (Tennent 
Christianity 158).  Tennent continues by explaining that the internal differentiation of God 
himself does not contradict his indivisibility. Thus, in a similar way, the differentiation of the 
human being by its various components does not necessitate disassociation. God is whole and as 
we become progressively like him, we become more whole and this is health, according to 
Fountain, who cites the restoration of wholeness as the goal of healing (92) . 
This restoration to wholeness described earlier is called sanctification, which based on 
Paul’s teaching affects a person’s intellect (Col. 3:10), emotions (Gal. 5:22), will (Phil. 2:13), 
spirit, and physical body (2 Cor. 7:1) (Grudem 756-757).  
J. I. Packer contrasts sanctification with regeneration saying regeneration is birth and 
sanctification is growth. While regeneration was a “momentary monergistic act of quickening the 
spiritually dead,” sanctification is a synergistic ongoing “God-dependent” process (Packer). 
Sanctification, according to Drury, is a progression from initial sanctification; what God does at 
conversion to transform us, through progressive, entire, and continual sanctification; God’s 
gradual reorientation in us cleansing and filling us with love for God and others and making us 
more like Christ in thought, word, deed and attitude to final sanctification, also called 
glorification, and God’s final transformation of us at death (81-82).   
Hayes explains the dynamics of healing and the restoration to wholeness (sanctification) 
using three overlapping circles, which represent the spirit, soul and body (see fig. 3).  
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We are Spirit, Soul and Body  
-1 Thes 5:23; Heb 4:12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 We are Spirit, Soul and Body 
Source: Hayes, Tommy. Free to Be Like Jesus: Transforming Power of Healing and 
Deliverance.San Antonio: Holy Fire Publishing, 2014. Print.  
According to Hayes, for peace and healing to take place, the spirit, soul, and body must 
be restored to God’s created order where the Holy Spirit directs the human spirit, which then 
directs the soul and the soul directs the body (110). The transformational work of the Holy Spirit 
is represented in figure 4.  
 
Holy Spirit Saves and Sanctifies 
- 1 Thes 5:23; Titus 3:3-8; 2 Cor. 7:1 
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Fig. 4 Holy Spirit Saves and Sanctifies 
 
Source: Hayes, Tommy. Free to Be Like Jesus: Transforming Power of Healing and 
Deliverance.San Antonio: Holy Fire Publishing, 2014. Print.  
This process, which begins at regeneration and continues the rest of our lives, hinges 
upon submission to the Lordship of Jesus Christ (Hayes 135). Thus, we are made healthy and 
whole, transformed into His image, and His nature (see fig. 5).  
Goal: Wholeness and Freedom 
-1 Thes 5:23-24; Duet 30:6; Mark 12:28-31 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 Goal: Wholeness and Freedom 
 
Source: Hayes, Tommy. Free to Be Like Jesus: Transforming Power of Healing and 
Deliverance.San Antonio: Holy Fire Publishing, 2014. Print.  
Final sanctification or glorification has been an issue of disagreement throughout church 
history; the issue, according to Erikson, centers on whether the process is ever completed during 
the earthly lifetime of the believer. Packer explains Paul’s use of glory in 2 Corinthians 3:18 
which shows that for him sanctification is glorification begun and then the physical 
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transformation that gives us a body like Christ’s will be glorification completed (Phil. 3:20-21; 1 
Cor. 15:49-53).  
This argument pivots on the question of whether it is possible not to sin. Those who 
believe it is possible not to sin, often cite Matthew 5:48, where Jesus tells his hears, “Be perfect, 
therefore as your heavenly Father is perfect” and Ephesians 4:13 where Paul instructs that 
leaders are to “equip the saints until all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son 
of God and become mature attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ.” Those who 
believe it is not possible not to sin, cite Romans 7 and Matt 5:21-28 showing the pervasive and 
subtle character of sin. In keeping with the discussion of sin is the consideration that it is possible 
to possess the fullness of Jesus Christ (Eph. 4:13) and the full fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23) 
without possessing them completely (Erikson 984).  
According to John Wesley, God begins the transformation of the sinner or natural man 
through prevenient grace. After salvation through grace by faith, sanctification begins, which 
Wesley described as the process through which the sanctifying grace of God leads us on to 
perfection (Eph. 4:13) (Heb. 6:1) (Outler and Heitzenrater 485). “Entire sanctification,” 
according to the United Methodist Book of Discipline, “may be received in this life both 
gradually and instantaneously and should be sought earnestly by every child of God” (The Book 
of Discipline 75).   
Estep and Kim describe the culmination of the lifelong process of formation as the “full 
fusion of personality and spirituality where the totality of the personhood is finally achieved” and 
realized and describes the “momentous moment” as “when the soul, which was fragmented 
under the original sin and existed in a natural state, becomes the completely renewed self who 
reflects the personhood of Christ” (Heb. 5:14; 1 John 3:2) (Estep and Kim 113). In such a state, 
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the person realizes his whole complete new self who resembles Jesus Christ in every way. Thus 
as we grow in perfection, holiness, or wholeness, we grow in conformity to the image of Christ 
or imago Dei.  
The imago Dei or image of God means, “man is in some way and in some degree like 
God” (Clines 53). Frequently, the interpretation includes the mental and spiritual faculties of 
reason, free will, and self-consciousness shared with God, while excluding any physical 
similarities because of the truth that God is spirit (Kuruvilla 36).  
John Wesley viewed the image of God as threefold with a natural image, a political 
image, and a moral image (Holifield 12-14).  In the garden, Adam and Eve, created in the natural 
image of God, exhibited understanding, will, and liberty described by Wesley as unerring 
understanding, uncorrupt will, and perfect freedom (487).  The political image is derived from 
their wisdom in naming the animals and their dominion over the earth. Pedlar explains Wesley’s 
understanding of the moral image, seen in their love for God and each other, as more “about 
being filled with love, as God is filled with love, and having our capacities and functions directed 
by love” than about legal status (Pedlar). 
Three ways of viewing the nature of the image of God, according to Erikson, are 
substantive, relational, and functional. The substantive view identifies certain qualities of man as 
being in the image of God. While some, such as the Mormons, consider the image of God to be 
an aspect of the human body, most attribute this to psychological or spiritual qualities. Irenaeus, 
Origen, Calvin, and Luther were adherents to this view. The relational view identifies the image 
of God with human interpersonal relationships. Emil Brunner and Karl Barth endorsed this view. 
Barth specifically recognized the image of God in the creation of male and female. While the 
substantive and relational views are focused on something inherent within the human, the 
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functional view centers on what the human does. The most common functional aspect is the 
responsibility for dominion over creation (Erikson 520-531).  
Drawing upon the work of Karl Barth and J. J. Stamm, Clines provided a history of 
interpretations of the image and noted how they tended to reflect contemporaneous anthropology 
and theology. Ambrose believed the image to be soul while Athanasius identified the image as 
rationality. Augustine correlated the image with the triune faculties of memory, intellect, and 
love. Reformers determined it to be righteousness before the fall, and since the Enlightenment, 
theologians have primarily described the image as soul (Cline 53). History also reveals four 
groups of interpretations prior to nineteen forty:  
(a) Spiritual quality - Delitzsch, Dillman, Konig, Heinisch, Procksch, Sellum, Jacob 
(b) Dominion over fellow creatures - Holzinger, Koehler, Hempel 
(c) Immediate relationship between man and God - Vischer 
(d) Man’s form - Gunkel, von Rad (Clines 55-56)  
 
Gunkel’s foundational view of the image as external form contributed to Paul Humbert’s 
influential study of the use of the terms image and likeness in the Old Testament. Humbert 
concluded that “‘in our image according to our likeness’ in Genesis 1:26 means that man was 
created ‘with the same physical form as the deity; of which he is moulded three-dimensional 
embodiment; delineated and exteriorised’” (Clines 56). Thus, as Clines summarizes, history has 
tended to identify the image as some form of spiritual quality or faculty with an upright physical 
form. In recent years, these characteristics have often been combined into a unified image based 
in Old Testament anthropology that does not permit the division of soul and body.  
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Genesis 1:26-27 is the best-known passage that speaks of the image of God. Three times 
the 1
st
 person plural tense is used in these two verses: let us make, in our image, and according to 
our likeness. The cohortative use of the verb in Genesis 1:26 (“let us make”) contrasts with the 
jussive uses in Genesis 1: 3, 6, 9, 11, 14 (“let there be”). Hamilton explains how the wish, desire, 
command, or other action expressed in the jussive is directed to a 2
nd
 or 3
rd
 person subject as in 
“let there be light” in Genesis 1:3 while the action of the cohortative verb is to the 1st person as 
the subject of the action as in “let us make” in Genesis 1:26. The shift in the verb use emphasizes 
the subject’s determination behind the action or one’s personal interest in it. Such a cohortative 
verb use is also found in Genesis 11:3 which reads, “Come, let us make bricks …” (Arnold and 
Choi 61-66). Identification of the sources of this divine consultation includes other gods, angelic 
hosts in the heavenly court, creation, God or Elohim, and the Trinity, (Hamilton 133; Hartley 52; 
Clines 62).  
The significance of the image of God, as understood through the use of the prepositions 
and terms found in these two verses, has been the source of considerable debate. Image or tselem 
and likeness or dĕmuwth are found in Scripture only here in parallel. Tselem or image is most 
frequently associated with idolatrous images in Scripture verses, such as Numbers 33:52, II 
Kings 11:18, II Chronicles 23:17, Ezekiel 7:20; 16:17; 23:14, and Amos 5:26. In Psalm 39:7 and 
Psalm 73:20, image connotes a phantom or vapor (Hamilton 134). Neither of these associations 
contributes positively to the understanding of man in the image of God. However, the occurrence 
of image in I Samuel 6:5, which refers to the making of a model or representation of something 
that is not idolatrous, could add to the understanding of the image of God in Genesis 1:26.  
Four relationships between the terms image and likeness have been articulated. Cline 
interprets image as the key term because likeness is not found in Genesis 1:27 or Genesis 9:6 and 
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because, according to Deuteronomy 4:15-18, God does not have any real image or shape of His 
own. Some believe likeness was included to diminish the connotation that man is created in the 
exact image of God while still others believe likeness increases the creature’s reflection of the 
Creator (Hamilton 134). Kuruvilla compared Genesis 1:26-27 to Genesis 5:3 and determined that 
there is no distinction between the two terms. Genesis 1:26-27 renders man as created in the 
image of God according to the likeness while Genesis 5:2 inverts the order of the terms as in 
likeness according to the image (37). Additionally, royalty is considered as a possible 
interpretation of image based on ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian references to their king as 
an image of God (Hamilton 134; Hartley 54; Clines 95-97). Here the divine image of God makes 
man a vice-regent and confers upon man dominion “over the fish of the sea and the birds of the 
air, over the livestock, over all the earth and over all the creatures that move along the ground” 
(Gen. 1:26).  
The prepositions which precede the terms image and likeness provide further insight into 
understanding the image of God. The New International Version translates Genesis 1:26-27 as 
“in the image in the likeness” while the King James Version, the Revised Standard Version and 
the Orthodox Jewish versions translate the phrase as “in the image after the likeness”. The more 
contemporary translations, the New Revised Standard Version, the New American Standard 
Bible, and the New King James Version, render the phrase “in the image according to the 
likeness”. Clines distinguishes between the, be  beth of norm and the, be beth essentiae. The beth 
of the norm intends the image to be understood metaphorically, as referring to some quality or 
characteristic of the divine nature on the pattern of which man is made, but Clines determined 
that of nine uses in six contexts there are only two usages in two contexts in which a non-
physical sense is likely (73-74). The beth essentiae, a circumstantial use of the preposition, refers 
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to a person’s characteristics and nature and marks the capacity “as, serving, or in the capacity of” 
(Waltke and O’Connor 198). For Clines, the beth essentiae is the satisfactory interpretation of 
the phrase (75). As such, the passage would read, “Let us make man as our image or to be our 
image” (Clines 80). Hamilton and Kuruvilla recognize Clines’ preference for the beth essentiae 
in Genesis 1:26-27 although Hamilton includes two arguments to the contrary. First, the closest 
parallel to Genesis 1:26 where something earthly is modeled after something non-earthly is 
found in Exodus 25:40 where the standard use of the b
e
 or “according to” is used. Secondly, the 
beth essentiae normally indicates a property of the subject of the verb and not the object of the 
verb. In Genesis 1:26, according to Hamilton, the image is a property of Adam or man, which is 
the direct object of bara or create (137).  
 Other biblical passages speaking of the image of God are Genesis 5:1, a recapitulation of 
Genesis 1:27, and Genesis 9:6, which prohibits murder based on this declaration. Grudem 
explains a similarity between Genesis 1:26 where God declares his intention to create man in his 
image and Genesis 5:3 where Adam became the father of a son in his own likeness or dĕmuwth 
and after his image or tselem. Although Seth was not identical to Adam, he was like him in many 
ways. Similarly, every way that man is like God is part of his being in the image and likeness of 
God (Grudem 444).  
Cline discusses Genesis 1:26-27 as the protological image of God and Jesus Christ as the 
eschatological image of God. The transcendence of God is established throughout Genesis 1 as 
God stands outside and above the created order until the creation of man, in the image of God, 
when the real presence or immanence of God is then found within the world. Thus, all mankind 
are the image of God, a distinction described by Barth consisting not in anything that man is or 
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does, but in the fact that man is God’s creation (101-103). To be human is to be created in the 
image of God.  
New Testament passages that reference the image of God include 1 Corinthians 11:7 and 
James 3:9 while Romans 8:29, 2 Corinthians 3:18,  Ephesians 4:23-24, and Colossians 3:10 refer 
to believers becoming the image of God in Christ (Erikson 520). Jesus is “the image of the 
invisible God” (Col.1:15). Jesus said, “He who has seen me has seen the Father” (Jn. 12:45), and 
“He is the firstborn of all creation” (Col.1:13). Before the creation of man, the only continuity 
between the transcendent God and the created order was God’s word. John 1:1 says, “In the 
beginning was the Word and the Word was God and the Word was with God.” Jesus Christ as 
the Logos is the continuity (Clines 102). Jesus Christ, the Son of God, God the Son is the 
radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of his being, sustaining all things by his 
powerful word (Heb. 1:3). As the first Adam shared the image with his descendants, so Christ 
shares the image with His descendants, namely those that are “in Christ.” “Bearing the image of 
Christ is an eschatological concept; it contains elements both of the now and the not yet” (Clines 
102).  
“The true nature of man,” Berkouwer states, “is the image of God most clearly seen in the 
earthly life of Christ” (Berkouwer). According to Scripture, God’s purpose in creating man in his 
image was realized in the person of Jesus Christ, who is the image of God (2 Cor. 4:4). Thus, as 
Christians grow in maturity they are being changed into the likeness of Christ with the goal of 
being conformed to his image. Paul wrote this to the Corinthians saying, “Just as we have borne 
the image of the man of dust, we shall also bear the image of the man of heaven” (1 Cor. 15:49).   
 “The protological doctrine of the image, which retains its existential implications, has 
become transformed in the New Testament into an eschatological doctrine itself with existential 
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implications …” (Clines 103). “The image is fully realized only through obedience to Christ; this 
is how man, the image of God, who is already man, already the image of God, can become fully 
man, fully the image of God” (Clines 103).  
General conclusions drawn from Scripture contribute to the following inferences. The 
image of God is universal within the human race and is not present in one person to a greater 
degree than another. The image of God is inseparably connected with humanity and therefore has 
not been lost because of sin. Maddox wrote of Wesley’s belief that God’s healing work would go 
beyond merely restoring things to their pre-fall condition and that both humanity and animal life 
would have great abilities and blessings in the redeemed creation than they had in the original 
creation (62). Ultimately, “Wesley defined the imago Dei as ‘righteousness and true holiness’ 
and believed that it was stamped on the soul by free grace” (487). 
Therefore, the implications for humans are profound. Because every single person bears 
the image of God, each person is to be considered “holy ground” and must be treated with 
dignity and nothing done to anyone that would encroach upon another’s legitimate exercise of 
dominion (O’Brien 7).  As Jesus Christ is the image of God in its purest sense, we should pattern 
ourselves after him and emulate the love manifested in his life and death to experience full 
humanity and the purpose or telos for which we were created. 
Theory of Healing 
Any contemporary project pertaining to health, healing and wholeness is predicated on a 
rich history of healing traditions. The following chronology of the theory of healing establishes 
this project in that historical continuum. 
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Primitive 
Primitive human beings correlated predictable events with stability and unpredictable 
events with fear, and fear generated religious expressions (Rush 17). The realization that actions 
produced changes led to a sense of personal responsibility for actions within their control. 
Occurrences outside of one’s control were attributed to spirits or invisible forces, which were 
deemed either good or bad depending upon the effects of the occurrences. Thus, primitive human 
lives were focused on mitigating the bad and accentuating the good.  
Diseases and illness, which were uncontrollable and bad, were attributed to evil forces 
and thus feared. Healing was believed to be a restoration of harmony with the invisible force 
responsible for the bad occurrence or resulting disharmony. Healing practices in primitive 
societies included, massage, sweat baths, surgery, drugs, and bloodletting as components of 
magic rituals conducted by a shaman, but the magic was understood to be the cause of the 
resulting healing (Rush 20). Cave depictions of such shamanistic activities are believed to be 
twenty thousand years old (Basford and Slevin 10).  
Mesopotamian 
Healing concepts and practices of Mesopotamia, sometimes called the cradle of 
civilization, are discussed by both Rush and Ferngren. In Mesopotamian society, the emphasis 
shifted from magical incantation to a more elaborate system of healing by a pantheon of gods 
and demons. Because all activities of Mesopotamian society, including healing, were under the 
auspices of the invisible spirits, fear was the predominant motivator of human behavior 
(Ferngren 370). Ferngren notes that Mesopotamians believed that demons were ever present and 
they lived in constant fear of being entered by a demon, which could bring disease or death. The 
Mesopotamian catalog of diseases listed more than six thousand evil spirits who could cause 
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disease (Ferngren 417). The shaman priests were intermediaries between the visible human 
beings and the invisible gods bringing healing through the identification of the demon and 
reestablishment of harmonious relationships between the two entities. A two-category care 
system included the asipu, male shamans/priests, who practiced magic and religion and the asu, 
male and female lay physicians, who prescribed drugs and treatments (Ferngren 417). Their 
healing practices included all the practices of primitive societies along with spells, prayers, 
herbal mixes, charms, and cathartics to expel the demons (Rush 23). 
Egyptian 
Egyptian culture continued the two schools of thought: magical and empirical. The 
magical school included religious ideas and practices while the empirical one was based on a 
sense-oriented approach to treatment (Porter 172). Sickness was believed to come from the gods, 
other humans, and demons, but not from impersonal agency or internal disharmony. Medical 
papyri, such as the Ebers and Edwin Smith papyri, report that methodologies of healing involved 
description of the disease and associated symptoms along with the prescriptions of drugs, herbs,  
and treatment. Treatment for the physician included such categories: “an ailment I will treat”; 
“an ailment I will fight with” (where the outcome is less certain); and “an ailment for which 
nothing is done” (Ferngren 509).  
Incantations were often recited in conjunction with empirical use of drugs or surgery such 
as in the Ritual of Embalming (Rush 23). The now famous Egyptian embalming ritual or 
mummification practice, believed to provide the soul with a body in the afterlife, was developed 
under the influence of Imhotep, a mortal physician later recognized as a demigod, who worked 
under Pharaoh Zoster (c.2900 BC) (Porter 172). Their practice of recording of diseases and 
accompanying symptomology established a foundation of medical practice, which influenced 
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other civilizations and earned the Egyptians, according to Pliny, their reputation as “founders of 
medicine” (Rush 25).  
Greek 
It was, however, the Greek healers, according to Porter, who provided the greatest 
influence on Western medical thinking and practices. The earliest Greeks, known as 
Mycenaeans, settled on the Greek mainland before 1900 BC, yet it wasn’t until the fifth century 
BC that Greek culture reached it greatest accomplishments, which included the “creation of 
rational and speculative medical theory and a tradition of naturalistic medicine that is commonly 
associated with Hippocrates” (Ferngren 794).  
The Hippocratic theory was predated by the Homeric and mythic periods in the evolution 
of Greek medical practice. The Homeric period, influenced by the writings of Homer, continued 
in the belief that the gods played an active role in all aspects of life, including sickness and 
health. A well-known example is found in the Iliad where the god Apollo sends a pestilence 
upon the humans because of a perceived wrong committed by King Agamemnon. Healing 
practices centered on the recovery of harmonious relationships between the humans and the 
gods.  
The mythic period, which began with a pantheon of gods, is characterized by the 
emergence of one single god, known as Asclepius. Asclepius, considered a “divine physician,” 
leads a family of healing gods, each with a specific function. For example, Hygeia, the daughter 
of Asclepius, is the goddess over health while another daughter, Panacea, is the goddess over 
drugs (Rush 31). The account stresses the correlation between good hygiene and good health that 
existed in early Greek medical thought. Wounds were dressed with compresses and bandages 
and medicinal roots applied during which a song was sung, indicating the combination of 
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empirical and magical practices. Asclepius was the first to be linked with the serpent, the symbol 
of the healing art (Porter 173).  
 The Hippocratic period gets its name and genesis from the Greek physician, Hippocrates, 
who practiced medicine in the fifth and fourth centuries and is credited with a collection of sixty 
books containing the accumulated medical knowledge of the time. Hippocrates taught that health 
and illness are natural processes of life and that disease is part of the body’s normal process. 
Well-being, according to Sigerist, was influenced by such factors as air, water, food, wind, land 
and habits of living. Therefore, health was the harmony between a person and the surroundings 
and could be upset by such factors as atmospheric changes, faulty diet, or wrong modes of living 
(qtd. in Rush 38).  
Hippocrates attributed disease specifically to an imbalance in four bodily elements, 
blood, phlegm, yellow, bile and black bile, known as humours. Each bodily element was 
ascribed specific characteristics that correlated to earthly elements: blood was hot and moist like 
the air, phlegm was cold and moist like water, yellow bile was hot and dry like fire, and black 
bile was cold and dry like the earth. “The body was considered in a state of disease (or dis-ease) 
when the equilibrium between these humours was imbalanced” (Porter 173). The resulting 
imbalance was treated with an individual regimen of hot or cold designed to counterbalance the 
identified etiology. Treatments, such as exercise, diet, surgery, and herbal mixtures were directed 
at assisting the body’s natural restorative processes toward health or the harmonious blending of 
the four qualities. As a result, the treatment of diseases began to place an emphasis on the 
observation and patterning of symptoms and set in motion a holistic view of disease and healing 
(Rush 42).  
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Hippocrates, considered the “father of medicine,” is credited with the treatise, better 
known as the Hippocratic Oath, based on the following principles:  
 “Man’s well-being is influenced by his surroundings. 
 Health is an expression of harmony with factors …. 
 A balanced life means a healthy life; therefore, whatever affects the mind 
influences the body and whatever affects the body influences the mind. 
 Healing is a part of the natural order and innate force within the body that comes 
into action whenever the equilibrium of forces is disturbed.”  (Rush 42)  
Chinese 
Chinese medicine, found in medical texts, such as the Yellow Emperor Huangdi’s Inner 
Canon as early as 2698 BC, reflects a theoretical basis similar to the Greeks (Porter 102). The 
rationale underlying Chinese medical thought is the belief that the human body is a microcosm 
of the universe. Like their European counterparts, the Chinese medical thinkers linked the body’s 
organ system to elemental substances. For example, the heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys 
were linked to fire, wood, earth, metal, and water, respectively (Porter 96).  
The opposing states of being, life and death, informed the Chinese meaning of “life-
force” energy. These states of being were categorized as either Yang or Yin. Yang, being 
described as formless, existed conceptually in association with light, heaven, health, and 
masculinity while Yin corresponded to darkness, earth, cold, and femininity. Energy or qi was 
believed to flow through the body along channels, called meridians, through and around the 
organs. “When the channels and the internal world surrounding them were well- regulated, then 
it was believed that the body thrived; when they failed, however, so did the body’s health” 
(Porter 103). Diagnosis of illness involved identifying excesses of yin and yang and rebalancing 
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the body’s energy. Acupuncture, a system of treatment with needles, was used to stimulate the 
flow of qi. Additionally, Chinese herbal therapy is documented as early as the third century AD. 
According to Porter, the modern drug ephedrine has its origins in ma huang, a Chinese herb of 
great antiquity (19).  
Roman 
Religion and medicine in the Roman world (753 BC to 493 AD) inherited healing 
practices from the Etruscans, Sabines, and developed in similar ways as the Mesopotamians and 
early Greeks. As such, disease and illnesses were explained as the result of “supernatural 
causation: the gods had been offended and it was necessary that they be propitiated” (Ferngren 
1194). Later, Roman gods were identified and trusted to bring healing through magic, folk 
practices, sacrifices, prescriptions of herbal recipe, prayer, and incantation.  
Due to a lack of physicians, the “paterfamilias” or oldest living male in the family and 
head of the household usually functioned in that capacity.  In 60 BC, Julius Caesar extended 
Roman citizenship to all foreign physicians, which resulted in the migration of Greek physicians 
to Rome and the introduction of Greek medicine and healing arts. Thus, medicine throughout the 
Roman Empire was as varied in concepts and practices as those who provided it. Since medicine 
and religion were complementary systems, the competition between healers offered the sick 
person a multitude of opportunities for therapy (Ferngren 1320). Geoffrey Lloyd identifies five 
“demarcated groups” of healers in the classical world: root cutters, drug sellers, midwives, 
religious healers, and learned physicians” (qtd. in Ferngren 1326). Others included diviners, 
exorcists, astrologers, and priests.  
In the midst of the vast and diverse Roman Empire was the ancient country of Israel with 
its unique belief in one God, the Source of all. To the Hebrews, health was a divine gift and a 
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reward for loving and serving God and one’s fellow man. Disease and disasters were attributed 
to disobedience by an individual or by the nation (Deut. 28). According to Rush, the Hebrews as 
early as the 12
th
 century BC enacted laws, such as dietary and hygienic laws, for the prevention 
and suppression of disease and pestilence (Rush 51). Adherence to the laws was viewed as 
obedience to God. Although priests, prophets, and physicians are identified in Hebrew culture, 
the source of healing is always believed to be God.  
Christian 
The healing ministry of Jesus of Nazareth was grounded in this Hebraic worldview as 
noted by Rush, who identified three Hebrew assumptions in Jesus’ healing philosophy (Rush 
54). First, Jesus based his healing upon God as the Source of all creation. Health was the receipt 
of divine power, and disease was a disruption of that divine energy. The devil prevented or 
disrupted the flow of God’s energy and thus Jesus regarded suffering as an evil to be expelled 
(Rush 51-55). The second assumption, according to Rush, pertains to the unified being of 
humankind. Humans are unitary creations and not a dichotomous soul/spirit imprisoned in a 
body or soma. Jesus’ healings involve both aspects and neither is more important than the other 
(Rush 56). The third assumption Rush identifies centers around the proper relationship of man to 
God as evidenced by man’s obedience in keeping God’s laws (57). Healing to Jesus is restoration 
of a right relationship with God (Rush 57). Through Jesus a greater understanding of man’s 
relationship with deity develops, and the emphasis shifts to a personal relationship with God. 
Abundant life is seen as man in proper relationship with God and fellowman.  
By AD 60, Jesus’ followers had carried their new faith throughout the eastern Roman 
Empire and as far west as Rome (Ferngren 1514). Christianity was first regarded as a cult there 
and enjoyed the same legal privileges as many other religions including Judaism. However, 
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starting with Nero in AD 64, Christians were persecuted for their refusal to sacrifice to the 
Roman emperor.  
Rush and Ferngren disagree in their interpretation of the continued influence of Jesus’ 
healing ministry. Ferngren states that the “early Christians did not believe that miraculous 
healing was normative in the treatment of illness” and gives as evidence the lack of such 
narratives outside of Jesus’ healing(1602). He cites the book of Acts as including only a few 
healings by Jesus’ disciples (Acts 8:3-10) of illnesses from natural causes as opposed to demons 
and notes that the Epistles are devoid of healings from demons or through miraculous cures. 
Following these explanations, Ferngren deduces that “while the miracles described in the 
Gospels were meant to demonstrate the advent of the Messianic age, first century Christians 
appear not to have expected that it would result in the supernatural healing of diseases”(1602). 
He continues that it does not appear that religious or faith healing replaced conventional 
medicine or even played a major role in the first four centuries of the Christian church. Finally, 
Ferngren states that while the theme of Jesus, the Great Physician, was popular in the second 
century, it was “largely used in a metaphorical sense to describe Jesus as the Savior of sin-sick 
souls, not of physical healing.” (1602).Ferngren, however, does trace the church’s care for the 
poor, which resulted in the founding of the earliest hospitals (1602).  
Rush affirms that the early church maintained the healing ministry of Jesus and His 
apostles and that the writings of the early church fathers reflect the belief that healing was a very 
normal and expected event for Christians to perform. As a basis for his statement, Rush quotes 
Justin Martyr, an early church apologist, as saying: 
For many who are possessed with devils, all over the world, and even in your own city, 
many of our folk, Christians, by exorcising them by the Name of Jesus Christ who was 
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crucified under Pontius Pilate, that they have failed of being healed at the hands of all 
other exorcists, charmers, and magicians, have healed and still do heal, bringing to 
naught and casting out the demons that possess the men. (qtd. in Rush 61)  
Rush states that the ability of the church to heal is a power, which comes from God through the 
spirit of Christ and affirms that a significant characteristic of Christian healing through the 
church is its inclusive ability to heal any manner of disease and suffering. Additionally, he 
quotes Irenaeus as saying, “in the early church no disease is incurable; rather healing in the 
Christian church is believed to be God’s will” (63). Finally, he quotes Tertullian as maintaining 
the “common belief held by the early Christians that Jesus came to seek and save the whole man 
and not just the body, soul, or spirit of man” (64).  
 Porterfield concurs with Rush in explaining the spread of Christianity due to its 
reputation for healing. Porterfield notes that Adolph von Harnack, a late nineteenth-century 
German scholar, was the first modern historian to recognize this importance of Christianity’s 
reputation for healing.  As Christianity spread across the ancient world, Christians banded 
together for worship services that incorporated exorcism and healing along with practices that 
strengthened the individuals with Christ and with one another. Christian traders exercised their 
faith through missionary outreach and led to the “emergence of a holistic system of religiously 
based health care in which churches and monastic communities provided nursing care and 
medical services as well as religious rituals” (Porterfield 44-45). 
At the close of the 2
nd
 century a Greek physician, author, and teacher began practicing 
medicine in Rome. Claudius Calenus or “Galen” was the most influential physician in medical 
practice for fifteen centuries (Rush 69). During his life, he wrote more than 400 treatises on 
anatomy, pathology, therapeutics, hygiene, dietetics, pharmacy, grammar, ethics, and logic as 
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well as commentaries on Hippocrates and Aristotle. These texts reflect Galen’s belief in one 
God, the Creator, who created everything for a divine purpose and placed the life-giving 
principle in the soul. Eventually, Galen’s system, which united medicine and philosophy upon a 
foundation of Hippocratic methods and theories, took prominence over all other types of medical 
therapy and dominated the healing arts for more than a millennium, reaching its greatest 
influence in the Renaissance (Ferngren 1346).  
Through the teachings of Galen, medical practices continued and even expanded 
throughout the Middle Ages, but the healing philosophies and practices of the Ante-Nicene 
church experienced change. First, the church’s philosophy of the whole man began to change as 
Greek metaphysical thought became infused into the doctrine of the church and eroded the soul-
body unity of the Hebrews, Jesus, and the Ante-Nicene church. By the third century, there was a 
recognized decline in the power of prayer and a lack of unity as described by Cyprian (Rush 80). 
Another factor contributing to the alteration of healing came with the church’s attempt to 
organize and control those individuals who exhibited the charisma of healing and exorcism. This 
was followed by a decline in the number of gifted healers and exorcist and eventually those 
functions were absorbed into sacramental ministrations. Rush states, “the death of charismatic 
individuals, theological controversy, growing involvement of the church in world affairs, and the 
emerging clerical bureaucratic organization created a mistrust of the healing gifts and a 
reluctance to recognize, let alone instruct individuals in cultivation of gifts of healing” (83).  
Middle Ages 
Eventually Christianity’s focus shifted totally away from the unity of soul and body and 
healing of the soul became its mission. Pope Gregory I or Gregory, the Great (c. 540–604) 
encouraged the cult of the saint and relics, miraculous healing, and the study of demonology, yet 
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he had a lifelong interest in medicine and retained a personal physician. Gregory added the idea 
that sickness is God’s way of bringing man to recognize his sin and as such is used to prepare a 
person for a better life in the Kingdom of God (Rush 82; Ferngren 1973). Through a correlation 
with the sufferings of Christ, the church fostered the belief that sickness was the will of God, an 
attitude which was carried through the church for centuries. By the 8
th
 century, the church was 
questioning any desire to find comfort, happiness, or even relief from pain. Soon thereafter, the 
church declared that disease was God’s judgment for man’s sinfulness and began using disease 
or illness as an indicator of an individual’s state of sin. In order to help the person achieve the 
healing of the soul, the church adopted the stance of non-interference with disease.  
The practice of secular medicine was prohibited by the first Lateran Council in 1123 and 
then in each succeeding Councils until the fourth Lateran Council in 1215, which decreed that 
the immortal soul of the sick was the primary consideration and prohibited a physician from 
treating a person until their spiritual state was approved by the priest (Rush 89). Thus, the 
philosophy of healing in the Medieval Church was focused upon the soul, which was protected 
regardless of the cost to the body and mind.  
The effects of the medieval church extended into the eighteenth century where the 
Protestant Reformation adopted the medieval worldview. To Luther, miracles were usually 
invisible rather than visible, and Calvin had no interest in keeping the power of healing within 
the church. Both Luther and Calvin accepted medicine as a “beneficial gift of God for the 
healing of disease and as an expression of God’s grace to all humankind.” (Ferngren 2761) 
However, Luther also believed that when Satan was responsible for a disease, a “higher 
medicine, namely, faith and prayer” might be necessary (Ferngren 2761).  
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According to Rush, most of the reformers held the perspective that an individual’s 
ordinary experiences were in one category and his experiences of God and the spiritual world 
were in another and they never meet except symbolically in the sacraments (91). Still clergy, 
such as John Wesley (1703-1791), founder of Methodism, often participated in public health. 
Wesley took a course in medicine before he left England for America so that he would be able to 
help those who had no regular physician. After returning to England, he opened a dispensary and 
employed an apothecary and a surgeon to secure medical care for his parishioners. He later 
published a lay medical guide, Primitive Physick, “in the tradition of every man his own 
physician,” which is still in publication today. Wesley stressed the “interrelation between 
physical health or disease and spiritual wholeness beginning with the assertion that all bodily 
diseases, weaknesses and death are a result of the fall, the interconnection between emotional 
well-being and physical well-being and how emotional or spiritual healing could contribute to 
physical health (Maddox 146-147).  
As the role of clergy in healing diminished, medicine as a secular profession increased 
and ushered in an era of medicalization characterized by a general acceptance of medicine by the 
people. Yet, even with the secularization of medicine and the subsequent rise of hospitals, care of 
the soul retained a significant importance, as noted in Ferngren’s description of the care given 
one who was dying:  
When a patient is close to death, we place before him an image of Christ on the cross, and 
nurse watches over him, never leaving his side and reading him the Creed, the Lord’s 
Passion and other holy texts. When he is dead …. At the appointed time, a bell rings and 
the priest comes with a cross. Two lay brothers light torches and the others take the body 
and bear it to the church, where the funeral service is sung. (2953)  
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Eighteenth to Twentieth Centuries 
By the end of the eighteenth century, disease was considered a mechanical or chemical 
imbalance in the body and healing was perceived as the restoration of the required balance. The 
image of health was the proper functioning of many smaller units working in harmony.  
 In the nineteenth century, medicine became a science as the majority of medical thinking 
reflected the basic sciences of physics and chemistry. Technological advancements refined the 
ability to diagnose and treat diseases, especially infections, and progress in surgical procedures 
contributed significantly to health and longevity. Medical theory consisted of empirical facts 
gathered through scientific investigation (Rush 115).  Three significant areas of medical 
investigation included cellular biology and bacteriology (Virchow and Pasteur), experimental 
physiology (Bernard) and psychiatric systems (Kraepelin) (Rush 115).  No overt definition of 
healing was produced. Healing is assumed to occur from natural forces within the body, divine 
providence, or fate and was acknowledged to have occurred when symptoms dissipated. During 
this era, belief in God’s immediate involvement in human sickness and healing waned except for 
epidemics or conditions for which there were no explanations.  
Through the Holiness movements, faith healing came to prominence in the late 
nineteenth century in both European and American Protestantism (Ferngren 3677). At the turn of 
the century, a new movement called Pentecostalism built upon the earlier holiness traditions and 
claimed that Christians should seek divine healing instead of medical assistance for all health 
problems. The movement, led by Charles Fox Parham, a faith health in Kansas, grew rapidly 
through the first two decades of the twentieth century.  
Orthodox medicine in the twentieth century focused on identifying and treating the 
specific etiology of disease or illness. According to Rush, medicine adopted a reductionistic 
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posture regarding both the human being and illnesses, addressing the whole in smaller and 
smaller units (125). Likewise, as knowledge of disease processes increased through medical 
investigation, so did the surgical, medical, and pharmacological interventions of treatment and 
the subsequent specialization of healthcare professionals. Again, the body was viewed as a 
complex machine with parts that were analyzed individually and assumptions made in isolation. 
Therefore, with respect to health and healing, the human being became a fragmented object with 
an illness or disease of disparate parts. Treatment focused on the disease or malfunctioning part, 
and healing was presumed of the whole once the part was repaired and returned to health.  
There were instances where the science of healthcare was found to be insufficient for an 
illness or disease, and physicians began to look to the whole person rather than to a part of the 
person for answers. This shift in medical perspective resulted in the emergence of psychosomatic 
medicine, psychiatric medicine, parapsychological, and spiritual healing. Psychosomatic 
medicine (derived from psyche, for mind and soma, for body) acknowledges that the potential 
etiology of disease or illness could arise from the mind, body, emotions, environment, stress, and 
anxiety. Healing is a restoration of the homeostatic mechanisms already present in the body. 
Psychosomatic medicine is discussed by Dr. Caroline Leaf, a cognitive neuroscientist 
specializing in Neuropsychology, saying that “seventy five to ninety eight percent of illnesses are 
a direct result of our thought life” (Leaf).   
Psychiatric medicine focuses on the healing of mental disorders either by identification of 
the etiology and orthodox medical treatment or through the identification and modification of 
roots of the unhealthy ego function(s) received during the mother-child symbiosis (Rush 152). 
Parapsychological healing is focused on restoring harmony and order where there is disharmony 
of the internal or external forces, energies, processes, and mechanisms within an individual or in 
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the individual in relationship to the universe (Rush 165). Psychic healing is often sought when 
other means of healing have been inadequate.  
Spiritual healing is essentially the reemergence of the philosophy of healing affirmed by 
the Hebrews, Jesus, and the Ante-Nicene church. Disease is seen as a separation of an individual 
from the healing power of God, the source of life. Healing is restored through prayer, laying on 
of hands, the healing of memories, confession, and exorcism. Dr. Bruce H. Lipton, who 
describes himself as a spiritual scientist, begins his book, The Biology of Belief by stating, “We 
are made in the image of God and we need to put Spirit back into the equation when we want to 
improve our physical and our mental health”. Thereafter, Dr. Lipton explains the “New 
Biology,” which is founded upon the concept that our beliefs control our bodies, our minds and 
thus, our lives” (xxvi). 
Leading Causes of Death and Life 
Ranking mortality data began in 1952 when standard tabulations were first introduced 
and continue today according to essentially the same procedures. Annually cause-of-death data, 
documented by funeral directors, physicians, medical examiners, and coroners, is collected from 
all death certificates in the fifty states. Causes are ranked according to the number of deaths 
assigned to rankable causes and expressed per one hundred thousand populations. Literally, the 
rankings denote the most frequently occurring causes of death among those causes eligible to be 
ranked where eligibility is based on mutual exclusivity. The leading causes of death for 2011 are 
as follows:  
1. Diseases of heart     9.   Nephritis, nephrotic syndrome nephrosis  
2. Malignant neoplasms    10. Intentional self-harm (suicide) 
3. Chronic lower respiratory diseases  11. Septicemia 
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4. Cerebrovascular diseases    12. Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis 
5. Accidents (unintentional injuries)  13. Essential hypertension 
6. Alzheimer’s disease    14. Parkinson’s disease 
7. Diabetes mellitus     15. Pneumonitis due to solids and liquids (Heron) 
8. Influenza and pneumonia    
The data results are reported as:  
The overall age-adjusted death rate decreased from 747.0 deaths per 100,000 population 
in 2010 to 740.6 deaths per 100,000 population in 2011. From 2010 to 2011, age-adjusted 
death rates decreased significantly for 5 of the 15 leading causes of death: Diseases of the 
heart, malignant neoplasms, cerebrovascular diseases, Alzheimer’s disease, and nephritis, 
nephrotic syndrome and nephrosis. The age adjusted death rate increased for six leading 
causes of death: chronic lower respiratory diseases, diabetes mellitus, influenza and 
pneumonia, chronic liver disease and cirrhosis, Parkinson’s disease and Pneumonitis due 
to solids and liquids. Life expectancy remained the same as it had been in 2010 at 78.7 
years. (Heron)  
“Of all the causes of death in the US, the leading top 10 causes account for nearly 75% of all 
deaths and the top 3 causes account for over 50% of all deaths in the country, with the main 
culprits remaining relatively consistent for at least the last five years” (Nichols). Additionally, a 
new report published in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention weekly journal, 
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, analyzed premature deaths (deaths before the age of 80) 
from the five following causes of death: heart disease, cancer, chronic lower respiratory disease, 
stroke, and unintentional injuries and concluded that it would have been possible to prevent:  
 34% of premature deaths from heart diseases, prolonging about 92,000 lives, 
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 21% of premature cancer deaths, prolonging about 84,500 lives, 
 39% of premature deaths from chronic lower respiratory diseases, prolonging 
about 29,000 lives, 
 33% of premature stroke deaths, prolonging about 17,000 lives, and 
 39% of premature deaths from unintentional injuries, prolonging about 37,000 
lives. 
The conclusions were based on the modifiable risk factors associated with each disease such as 
tobacco use in heart disease, cancer, chronic respiratory disease and stroke; obesity and 
sedentary lifestyle in hypertension, diabetes, and heart disease; failure to wear seatbelts and 
helmets, the unsafe use of consumer products, drug use, exposure to occupational hazards, and 
unsafe home and community environments that contribute to unintentional injury (McNamee).  
 In 1993, McGinnis and Foege first described the major external modifiable risk factors 
that contributed to death in the US and labeled them the “actual causes of death” (Mokdad, 
Marks, Stroup, Gerberding 1238). Building upon this description and using data from the CDC, 
published literature, and government reports, Mokdad, Marks, Stroup, and Gerberding identified 
and quantified the leading actual causes of mortality upon the premise that quantifying the risk 
factors would provide insight into missed prevention opportunities (see table 1).  
Table 1 
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 Actual Causes of Death in the United States in 1990 and 2000 
 
Source: Mokdad, Ali H., James S. Marks, Donna F. Stroup, and Julie L. Gerberding. "Actual 
Causes of Death in the United States, 2000." Journal American Medical Association 291.10 
(2004): 1238-45. Web. 7 Dec. 2014. 
According to their report, smoking, as well as the deaths attributed to poor diet and 
physical inactivity, accounted for one third of all deaths in the United States with projections of 
even higher percentages in the future due to the prevalence of obesity. The authors attributed the 
“burden of chronic diseases” to the aging effects of the baby boomer generations and the 
associated increasing cost of healthcare. In conclusion, the report cites Hippocrates saying that 
“the function of protecting and developing health must rank even above that of restoring it when 
it is impaired” and resolved that the study argued persuasively for the need to establish a more 
preventative orientation in health care and public health systems in the United States (Mokdad et 
al. 1243).   
Randy Johnson, MD of the Marquette County Public Health Department explains that the 
ten leading causes of death such as diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and cancer are predicated on 
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the nine actual causes of death such as toxic and microbial agents, substance abuse, tobacco, diet, 
and exercise. All of these causes of death, according to Johnson, are ultimately connected to the 
eight root causes of death. Only by addressing the root causes of death can we effectively save 
lives. Figure 6 depicts the correlation in an adaptation of Dr. Johnson’s diagram, including the 
2015 leading causes of death (Xu).  
 
Figure 6. Leading Causes of Death Infographic  
The eight spiritual, mental, and emotional root causes of low self-esteem, lack of 
information, anger and frustration, stress, economic despair, hopelessness, unforgiveness, and 
shame and guilt motivate use of or participation in the nine actual causes of death, which have 
already been identified as modifiable health risks and over time propagate disease or illness. This 
progression is seen in the incidence of Broken Heart Syndrome.  
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 According to the American Heart Association (AHA), a broken heart can lead to mental 
stress and subsequent physical heart disease. The Broken Heart Syndrome is a stress-induced 
cardiomyopathy or takosubo cardiomyopathy, which can strike even healthy hearts. The AMA 
reports that women are more likely than men to experience this sudden, intense reaction to stress 
following emotionally charged and stressful events, such as the death of a loved one, divorce, 
physical separation, betrayal and romantic rejection or even a more positive shock such as 
winning the lottery. The anomaly can produce chest pain and shortness of breath. Diagnosis and 
treatment is made through routine cardiac procedures such as EEG (electrocardiogram), ECHO 
(echocardiogram), cardiac catheterization, and blood tests. Evidence of ballooning and unusual 
movement of the left ventricle is diagnostic. Fortunately, full recovery is shorter than a heart 
attack resulting from anatomical or physiological causes (Is Broken Heart Syndrome Real?).  
Decidedly turning away from a focus on death, Dr. Gary Gunderson and Larry Pray 
embrace the language of life. In their book Leading Causes of Life and on the website by that 
name, the affirmation of life is highlighted. Gunderson writes, “Leading Causes of Life is a 
theory that is visible in practices that arise out of the confluence of faith and health” (Leading 
Causes of Life). Gunderson credits Aaron Antonovsky, a professor of medical sociology, with 
authorship of the theory of salutogenesis as that which generates healing and health (72).  
Based in the need to “think about life with the same precision and rigor we use to analyze 
and beat back or postpone death”, the book focuses upon five causes of life: connection, 
coherence, agency, blessing, and hope. Gunderson and Pray define these as follows: Connection 
is: 
finding life through complex social relationships and connections to one another and 
building communities of various kinds that enable us to adapt to change, threats and 
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opportunities. Coherence is the many ways we make sense of life and how life makes 
sense to us so that we see our journey as intelligible and not wholly random or as victims 
to inexplicable forces. Agency is the will and the resourcefulness to act with all the full 
capabilities we have as human beings – the ‘power to do.’ Blessings or intergenerativity 
relate to the blessings and nurture we receive from those who come before and after us, 
those who encouraged, strengthened, and enlivened us with the ability to shape our own 
lives and make vital choices. Finally, hope is imagining a healthier future and finding the 
energy to do something to try to bring that future into being. (76)   
How Integration of Faith and Health Promotes Health 
Sentinel research on the implications of faith and health on health promotion has been 
conducted by Dr. Harold G. Koenig, the Director of Duke University’s Center for Spirituality, 
Theology and Faith yielding nearly 450 published scientific peer-reviewed articles and book 
chapters and over forty books in more than thirty years of research. In 2008, Dr. Koenig gave a 
testimony to the Subcommittee on Research and Science Education of the U.S. House of 
Representatives on Religion, Spirituality and Public Health: Research, Applications, and 
Recommendations, which included research relating to the prevalence of religious beliefs and 
practices in the United States; the increasing stress in our population and the negative effects of 
stress/depression on physical health; the role that religion/spirituality plays in coping with stress 
and physical illness; the relationships between religious involvement, stress, and depression; the 
relationships between religion, substance abuse, and health behaviors; the relationships between 
religious involvement and physical health; the impact on the need for medical care and use of 
health services, and the effects that religious involvement has on community resiliency following 
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natural disasters and acts of terrorism. Dr. Koenig cited the following findings based on 
documented research:  
 The United States is a very religious nation.  
 Stress and depression are common in American society, especially due to the recent 
economic downturn. Both stress and depression worsen when people develop medical illness 
and health problems. 
 Stress and depression have effects on physical health and need for health services  
 Many in the United States turn to religion for comfort when stressed or sick.  
 Religious involvement may help to reduce stress, minimize depression, and enhance quality 
of life.  
 Religious involvement is related to lower rates of alcohol and drug abuse, less crime and 
delinquency, and better grades in school.  
 Religious involvement is related to healthier life styles and fewer risky behaviors that could 
adversely affect health  
 Religion is related to better physical health and faster recovery  
 All things being equal, religious people need and use fewer health care services; this is 
because they are healthier, more likely to have intact families to care for them, and have 
greater social support  
 Communities with high percentage of religious involvement recover more quickly from 
natural disasters and acts of terrorism (Koenig “Religion, Spirituality and Public Health”). 
In his book, The Healing Power of Faith, Dr. Koenig concludes that people who maintain 
spiritual practices, pray regularly, attend worship regularly, volunteer or serve others, and have a 
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social network of friends, stay healthier, have fewer hospitalizations, fewer surgeries, and 
recover more quickly after hospitalizations (The Healing Power of Faith 231). 
Neal Krause, a sociologist and public health expert at the University of Michigan began a 
longitudinal study of fifteen hundred people in 1997 to quantify how church goers cope with 
economic downturns and the accompanying stress and health problems. Findings thus far 
indicate that parishioners who receive social support from their church benefit, but he also found 
that the people who provided the care and support fared even better. He also found that people 
who maintain a sense of gratitude for what’s going right in their lives have a reduced incidence 
of depression, which is in itself a risk factor. Finally, he found “that people who believe that their 
lives have meaning live longer than people who don’t” (Kluger 70). 
David Fountain reports the case of John, an eighteen-year-old high school student 
admitted to the hospital in Africa with advance pulmonary tuberculosis and how his belief almost 
brought about his death. After months of treatment with the latest drugs and medical care, his 
condition had not improved and with the fever, cough, and weight loss John’s prognosis was 
grave. A student nurse caring for him made a significant discovery. John’s parents had borrowed 
money to pay for his high school education and when they were unable to repay the money, the 
uncle put a curse on John saying he would become ill and die in spite of whatever treatment he 
might receive. The medical team determined that fear and despair were depressing John’s 
immune mechanisms and recuperative power. Anti-tuberculosis medications act on the 
tuberculosis bacilli to reduce their virulence, but then the body destroys and eliminates the 
bacilli. John’s body was doing neither. The nurse shared her faith and John entered into a 
personal relationship with Christ. Within a short time of recognizing that the power of Christ was 
greater than his uncle, the fever vanished, the tubercle bacilli disappeared from his sputum, and 
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the cough stopped. His appetite returned and he regained his normal weight. He recovered 
completely from his illness and returned to school (Fountain 85).  
Dr. Koenig’s studies corroborate the immunosuppressant action of stress. According to 
Koenig, stress impairs the immune system by creating an inflammatory agent called “interleukin-
6,” which is associated with chronic infections, diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular disease 
(Farabaugh 100). Farabaugh continues by noting that interleukin-6 was found in high levels in 
people who seldom or never attended church, but was found in significantly low levels in those 
who attended worship on a regular basis.  
Gregg Braden shares a story about his grandfather who had lived through the Great 
Depression and for the rest of his life carried with him a sense of guilt and shame for not being 
able to provide adequate food for his wife and extended family. Years later, when his wife of 
fifty years died and he was again unable to do anything for her, the sense of helplessness brought 
back a flood of similar emotions from the Depression years. A short time later, the grandfather 
was diagnosed with “Myasthenia Gravis, an autoimmune disorder that results when the 
substance that normally carries the instructions between a person’ nerves and muscles is 
absorbed by a special chemical – one produced by the person’s own body.” The chronic sense of 
helplessness became the literal expression of his body or as Braden stated, “His body became the 
helplessness of his belief.” Through his mind/body relationship, his physical self-recognized his 
beliefs as an unconscious command and masterfully produced the chemistry to match them 
(Braden 120).  Such debilitating experiences are often addressed in Theophostic Ministry.  
Theo (God) and phos (light) are the foundational premise underlying the Theophostic 
Ministry of Ed Smith. Smith writes, “Theophostic Ministry believes a person’s emotional pain is 
a consequence of their believing lies (misinterpretations) rooted in memory state. Ministry is 
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about the discerning of the lies we believe and allowing the Spirit of Christ to reveal His freeing 
truth and renewal” (E. Smith  7). Smith explains that the body has physical memories, which 
surface like an unhealed wound when something touches the pain. The body memories of 
significant events are stored by the brain and can be recalled or triggered later in the form of 
sounds, smells, and bodily sensations, such as headaches, muscle tension, inner aches and pains, 
nausea, cramping, and difficulty breathing. Through healing prayer, Theophostic ministry assists 
people to receive the truth of Christ Jesus, which sets the person free from the lie or belief and its 
debilitating effects received at the time of the earlier wounding event (E. Smith 48).  
A correlation to Smith’s theory of healing is found in a study by Linders and Lancaster 
who investigated the occurrence of somatic involvement in spiritual development by exploring 
transpersonal dimensions of physical illness (Linders and Lancaster). “A major life-event such as 
an illness can cause a previously latent spiritual dimension to be triggered. Transformation lies in 
the reconstruction of meaning, which guides our perception and experiences.” In summary, the 
study revealed how illness and injury can, for some, be experienced as a physical expression of 
transpersonal forces, defined as experiences in which the sense of identity or self extends beyond 
the individual or person to encompass wider aspects of humankind, life psych, and cosmos. 
 The positive effects of spiritual healing are found in a study by Barlow, Walker, and 
Lewith of women undergoing long-term hormone therapy for breast cancer (211). Due to the 
onerous side effects of long-term hormonal therapy, women are known to skip doses or take a 
“drug holiday,” which can be detrimental to the effectiveness of treatment. The study explored 
the potential therapeutic use of Spiritual Healing towards successful completion of the drug 
therapy. Results after ten weeks of sessions included relief or respite from physical pain, 
relaxation, emotional release, stress reduction, and increased hope. The study concluded that 
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Spiritual Healing has the potential to support patients with breast cancer in the maintenance of 
their long-term therapy (Barlow, Walker, and Lewith 211).   
How Healthcare and Faith Work Together 
Although ministry and medicine are both considered healing disciplines, there is little 
history of the two working together successfully, yet the incorporation of whole person health 
has the potential to revolutionize the health and treatment of people everywhere. The Order of St. 
Luke was one of the earliest corroborations between healthcare professionals and ministry 
leaders.  
In 1953, clergymen from various denominations, physicians, nurses, and psychologists 
came together to form the Order of St. Luke the Physician. According to the Order’s Manual of 
Christian Healing:  
“The Order of St. Luke the Physician comprises clergy and laity within the Church 
Universal who feel impelled to make the Ministry of Healing a regular part of their 
vocation. Members of the Order devote themselves to the study and teachings of the true 
relation between the Spiritual Life and Bodily and Mental Health. They know that by 
humble realization of their own spiritual nature and by God’s presence and Power, they 
can enter into contact with deep sources of life and obtain new health and strength for the 
body as well as for the mind and spirit. It is their purpose to seek this correlation for 
others as well as for themselves.” (qtd. in Rush 155)  
The Order, which has now grown to include members from many other countries, recognizes 
healing as more than just mending of broken bones, changing the chemistry of the body, and 
deadening pain. It involves the changing thought patterns of the mind, and spirit and involves 
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“the bringing of the whole man into harmony with the life giving Spirit that he might realize his 
full potential and enjoy his complete relationship with God, the Father” (Rush 156).  
 Rev. Dr. Granger Westberg was another visionary pioneer who fostered collaboration 
between healthcare professionals and clergy. As a young Lutheran pastor, Rev. Westberg 
recognized and wrote on the religious aspects of illness. In 1952, he was given a joint 
appointment in the University of Chicago’s divinity school and medical school where he 
advocated for and demonstrated “wholistic” approaches to health care. Convinced of the 
importance of disease prevention and health promotion, Rev. Westberg set up community-based 
health care programs involving ministers, physicians, and nurses. In these experimental settings, 
Rev. Westberg observed that the catalyst in the relationship between faith and health were the 
nurses. According to Westberg the nurses, “seemed to have one foot in the sciences and thereby 
were able to bridge the unnecessary gap between these two old and esteemed professions” 
(Patterson 31). When the experimental clinics declined due to financial conditions, Rev. 
Westberg introduced the model of “parish nurses” working in churches and among their 
congregations as a bridge between the Church and modern medicine. There the parish nurse 
served as a health educator, personal health counselor, teacher of volunteers, liaison to 
community resources, facilitator of support groups and health advocate.  
In 1984, Lutheran General Hospital and Evangelical Health System established the first 
parish nurse program committed to financially supporting professional nurses as staff in 
congregations in the Chicago area. In 1986, Lutheran General formed a nationwide 
clearinghouse for information about the emerging profession, known as the National Parish 
Nurse Resource Center. The practice of parish nursing continued to grow and expand until now it 
is an internationally recognized specialty practice of professional nursing that combines the 
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science of nursing with the care of the spirit and addresses whole person health – mind, body, 
and spirit in churches or faith based organizations. This specialty, which is now recognized as 
“Faith Community Nursing” by the American Nurses Association, numbers more than 16,000 
nurses and is found in more than eight other countries. The now International Parish Resource 
Center (IPNRC) is sponsored by the Church Health Center in Memphis, Tennessee under the 
direction of Rev. Dr. Scott Morris, an ordained United Methodist minister and family practice 
physician.  
The integrated history of the IPNRC and the Church Health Center began in 1978 when 
Dr. Scott Morris was in the chaplain’s office of the Yale Medical School. He saw a pamphlet on 
his desk titled, “How to Start a Church-Based Health Clinic,” written by Granger Westberg. It 
was then, he says, that he knew what he wanted to do with this life. The next summer, he spent 
several weeks with Westberg, and, with Westberg’s inspiration, founded the Church Health 
Center in Memphis, Tennessee in 1987. Today, the Church Health Center “provides quality, 
affordable healthcare for working, uninsured people and their families” and since 2011 sponsors 
the International Parish Nurse Resource Center (History Church Health Center online). The 
Church Health Center’ mission is founded on a Model for Health Living defined and depicted as 
follows:  
At the Church Health Center, we believe that God created us body and spirit, and that we 
have a responsibility to be good stewards of our health and help others do the same. 
Living healthy lives doesn't just mean that you see the doctor regularly. Rather, healthy 
living means that all aspects of your life are in balance. Your faith, work, nutrition, 
movement, family and friends, emotions and medical health all contribute to a life filled 
with more joy, more love and more connection with God. The Model for Healthy Living 
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visually illustrates how these seven key dimensions of our body-and-spirit experience 
overlap at the core of our lives. (“History” Church Health Center) 
 
Fig. 7 The Model for Healthy Living 
Source: "History." Church Health Center. Web. 10 Dec. 2014.  
In his Research Workshop on Spirituality and Health in July 2009, Dr. Harold Koenig 
lectured on “Religion, Spirituality and Health: Past, Present, and Future.” The future of 
healthcare, according to Koenig, includes partnerships between Faith Communities and Health 
Systems. He reasoned that health care originated from religious teachings and values and that the 
church had an obligation to care for the poor, the sick, and the elderly.  Looking toward the aging 
of the baby boomer generation, Dr. Koenig acknowledged that both faith communities and health 
systems would soon face the care of the aging sick. Thus, he recommended the formation of 
partnerships between hospitals and faith communities to leverage their strengths and provide the 
needed care and support. His recommendations are illustrated in figure 5.  
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Fig. 8 Prevention and Management of Disease, Harold G. Koenig MD 
Source: Koenig, Harold G. Religion, Spirituality and Public Health: Research, Applications, and 
Recommendations, Testimony of Harold G. Koenig MD to the Subcommittee on Research and 
Science Education of the U.S. House of Representatives 18, Sept. 2008. Print.   
The diagram shows the complex worlds of healthcare and religion bridged in the middle 
by a lay leader or parish nurse. Dr. Koenig completed his lecture with an urgent call for health 
systems to develop partnerships with congregations to maintain health of the community and 
provide care to the growing elderly population. At the same time, in Memphis, Tennessee such a 
partnership was growing.  
 In 2006, under the leadership of Rev. Dr. Gary Gunderson, Rev. Bobby Baker, and Dr. 
Teresa Cutts, the Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare system began the Congregational Health 
Network (CHN), a covenant relationship between hospitals, Mid-South congregations, and 
community health organizations. The CHN provides a network of more than 500 congregations 
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and faith communities, representing more than 15,000 people that are partnering to share the 
ministry of caring for patients— helping people navigate the journey from home to medical care 
and back (“Community”). A human bridge comprised of a hospital navigator and a faith 
community liaison connects the professional care system with the natural caring system of 
family, neighbors, and particularly congregations. A study of 473 participants revealed a 50% 
decrease in mortality, lower healthcare cost and charges, reduced readmission rates, increased 
referrals to hospice and home health care, and increased patient satisfaction (Cutts and Baker). 
The study’s results demonstrated the Network’s success in addressing all of healthcare’s most 
important metrics. According to Gunderson, after six years a surprising secondary effect was 
noted in a decrease in the number of admissions and emergency visits, which demonstrated the 
longer-term effects of the collaboration.  
 In October 2013, Gwinnett Medical Center (GMC), a metropolitan Atlanta healthcare 
system, implemented a Faith Community Network based on the Methodist Le Bonheur network. 
The GMC Faith Community Network began with a kick-off presentation by Rev. Dr. Gary 
Gunderson of Methodist LeBonheur Healthcare system and partnership covenants with six 
Gwinnett County congregations. While the GMC network contains most of the essential 
components of the Methodist Congregational Health Network, it featured one major difference. 
The GMC network navigator is a Faith Community Nurse as opposed to the clergy and non-
clinical navigators in the Methodist network reflecting Koenig’s influence for the bridge between 
the complex worlds of healthcare and religion. To date, the GMC network has twelve 
congregational partners representing nearly fifteen hundred members. Metrics are not available 
as of this writing.  
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Whereas the review of literature reveals the intermittent interrelationship of medicine and 
ministry, evidence from research and individual experiences demonstrate a dire need for 
collaboration between the worlds of religion and medicine. Leaders are needed in both 
professions to inform and influence the beliefs, behaviors, and lifestyles of those within their 
reach. A study on the health environments at seminaries, which revealed a lack of health 
promotion resources available to seminary students and limited offerings addressing health, 
recommended a more balanced “well-being” approach to the educational preparation for clergy. 
The recommendations were extended to physicians and nurses as well. In conclusion, seminaries 
(and schools of medicine and nursing) serve as an important venue for educating future leaders 
and should be recognized as a potentially invaluable partner for intervention (Bopp and Baruth 
108-111). 
Research Design Literature 
Sensing was an invaluable resource to the design of this research study. Sensing likens 
the research design to a recipe and states, “Whether in writing or from memory, good chefs still 
follow a recipe” (61). Thus, applying the commonly known idea of a recipe to the hitherto 
unknown concept of research methodology brought understanding and facilitated application. 
 Methodology for a D-Min, according to Sensing, is a cyclic process and the dissertation 
or thesis is simply one look for the pastor at a process that is ongoing in the life of the people and 
ministry (64). A problem is identified and a plan of action or intervention is devised. Data is 
collected and analyzed and conclusions are drawn for future study and application.  
Possible plans of action or interventions to be included were described as retreats, 
seminars, classes, planning sessions, homework, case studies, or training exercises. Details of 
each chosen intervention are necessary and should include descriptions of the purpose and 
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objectives, people involved, timelines, and resources. Considerations for participants include a 
group that is particularly knowledgeable about the subject, a group that fits a certain 
demographic such as age, race, gender, socio-economic aspect, marital status, or employment, 
and people of a certain opinion or reputation.  
Data collection tools include sampling of the random, theoretical, and purposive types. 
“Purposive samples select people who have awareness of the situation and meet the criteria and 
attributes that are essential to your research” (Sensing 83). Crosschecking the data through 
multiple informants or resources is called triangulation and is recommended to produce a 
comprehensive and balanced study (Sensing 72). Procedures for data collection are based on the 
data type. Quantitative data can be collected numerically while qualitative data uses words. A 
mixed-method study includes both.  Observation and interview protocols are crucial to success. 
A semi-structured interview style, which is a balance between a free-flowing discussion and a 
structured question and answer session, provides a guide of questions or topics with ample 
flexibility for additional comments.   
Quantitative data analysis involves assessing the data toward an intended purpose and 
presenting the results in a way that best communicates the salient findings. Qualitative data 
analysis involves identifying themes and subsequent interpretation. Finally, results are reported 
and implications are discussed.  
Summary of Literature  
The literature review addressed the biblical words and reference verses which describe 
and define the human being’s mind, body, soul, and spirit. The theological aspects of the human 
being as a unified being and the restoration process to wholeness and ultimately the imago Dei 
were explored. A chronology of the theory of healing grounded the current study in a rich 
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heritage of healing arts from 10,000 BC to the present. The leading causes of death were 
identified along with the leading modifiable behaviors; consideration was given to the root 
causes of disease and illness and to the leading causes of life. Health promotion through the 
integration of faith and health were described through the qualitative and quantitative research 
findings of Dr. Harold G. Koenig, two cases of physical illness diagnosed and treated from an 
integrated mind, body, spirit aspect, and then three perspectives of mental, spiritual and 
transpersonal healing. Finally, six contemporary ways that religion and healthcare are working 
together were presented. These included the Order of St. Luke the Physician, Rev. Granger 
Westberg and the initiation of parish nursing, the Methodist Le Bonheur Congregational Health 
Network and the role of the parish nurse or faith community nurses as a bridge between 
healthcare and religion, the Church Health Center, Gwinnett Medical Center’s Faith Community 
Network, and recommendations for future ministry and healthcare leaders to be trained in the 
whole person or integrated approach to care.  
CHAPTER 3 
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
 This chapter presents the research methodology for the project. This project included 
healthcare and ministry professionals and leaders because both are in a position to impact the 
health of many people through the influence of their beliefs. The project was designed to 
facilitate a heightened comprehension of whole person health through a seminar and evaluate the 
subsequent assimilation of the faith and health concepts in caring for self and others.  
 The knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of healthcare and ministry professionals and 
leaders were measured in pre- and post-seminar five-part Likert scale questionnaires. Post-
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seminar interviews were conducted with four participants: two healthcare professionals or 
leaders and two ministry professionals or leaders. To create a level of confidence conducive to 
unbiased responses on the pre- and post-questionnaires, confidentiality and anonymity were 
protected by the use of a participant identification number created by the participant and entered 
on each questionnaire.  
Data was read from literal, interpretive, and reflexive perspectives. Data themes, 
categories, and patterns were identified, grouped when appropriate, and coded. Data was 
transcribed into qualitative data analysis software where it was collated for analysis and 
interpretation. Analysis consisted of identifying and explaining the meanings of the data, 
organizing and connecting emerging themes, and making generalizations to provide the answers 
to the research questions. Validity was sought through the engagement of statistical expertise 
through the University of Georgia Statistical Consulting Center and of content expertise from a 
healthcare/ministry professional knowledgeable of the integration of faith and health. 
Nature and Purpose of the Project 
 Although healthcare and ministry professionals and leaders understand the concepts of 
whole person health – mind, body, and spirit, in practice they do not typically approach an 
individual and their presenting problems from a whole person mindset. Yet understanding and 
assimilating an integration of spiritual, physical, and emotional well-being could lead to patterns 
of care that help people live healthier lives.  
Ministry and healthcare professionals are in a position to impact the well-being of many 
other people through the influence of their beliefs; therefore, this project was designed to 
facilitate a heightened comprehension of whole person health and evaluate the subsequent 
assimilation of the faith and health concepts in caring for self and others. To accomplish this 
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purpose, this project measured changes in knowledge, attitudes, and behavior regarding the 
relationship between faith and health prior to and after a seminar on whole person health and 
during follow-up coaching sessions.   
Research Questions 
Research Question #1:  
What were the participant’s levels of knowledge, attitude, and behavior regarding the 
relationship between faith and health prior to the seminar and follow-up coaching on health, 
healing, and wholeness? 
A pre-seminar Likert scaled questionnaire included fifteen questions designed to measure 
the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of the participant prior to the seminar teaching (see 
appendix B). Questions one through five addressed the knowledge and understanding of the 
participant, questions six through ten addressed attitudes, and questions eleven through fifteen 
addressed the behaviors of the participant.  
Research Question #2:  
What were the participant’s levels of knowledge, attitude, and behavior regarding the 
relationship between faith and health after the seminar and follow-up coaching on health, 
healing, and wholeness? 
A post-seminar Likert scaled questionnaire included a total of fifteen questions designed 
to measure the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of the participant after the seminar 
presentations were completed (see appendix C). Questions one through five addressed the 
knowledge and understanding of the participant, questions six through ten addressed attitude, and 
questions eleven through fifteen addressed behaviors of the participant.  
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Research Question #3:   
What aspects of the seminar and/or follow-up coaching had the greatest impact on the 
observed changes in knowledge, attitude, and behavior among the participants?  
A phenomenological questionnaire (see appendix D) was used to conduct post-seminar 
interviews directed at understanding the lived experiences of the knowledge, attitudes, and 
behaviors received during the seminar. It made inquiry into which aspects of the seminar had the 
greatest impact on the participant’s knowledge, attitude, and behavior (Sensing 107; Englander 
25). Responses which indicated knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors regarding the relationship 
between faith and health held prior to the seminar and coaching sessions were included as 
appropriate answers to this question. 
Ministry Context  
Because the focus of this project is the integration of faith and health, the participants 
included healthcare professionals, such as physicians and nurses, as well as clergy professionals and 
ministry leaders who have the knowledge base to endorse the whole person care perspective and are 
positioned to have the greatest sphere of influence with people regarding the integration of faith and 
health.  
The study was conducted in north Georgia where both ministry and healthcare professionals 
are generally considered middle class citizens respected and trusted for their knowledge and 
concern for others. This area of Georgia is the most densely populated region of the state with 
population that ranges from 250 to 5000 people per square mile. Residents are approximately 60% 
Euro-American, 30% African-American, and 10% Hispanic. Rapid growth, primarily attributed to 
migration from other countries, has placed four north Georgia counties in the top twenty fastest 
growing counties in the nation. Nationalities that are increasing in number include Korean, Chinese, 
and Vietnamese (Hauer).  
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Although Georgia has 148 hospitals, it ranks as one of the worst states in the nation for 
healthcare with only 178.8 physicians per 100,000 people according to 24/7 Wall St.’s list of the 10 
states with the fewest doctors, Georgia being number 10 (Weigley et al.). There are approximately 
10,000 churches in Georgia where Christians (Protestant and Catholic) total 82% of the reported 
religious adherents (Religious Landscape Survey). 
Participants 
Criteria for Selection 
A purposive sample of participants included ministry and healthcare professionals or 
leaders who have the educational and experiential foundation to assimilate the whole person care 
perspective and had not previously participated in an educational offering on the integration of 
faith and health provided by the author.  
Description of Participants 
The participants included male and female Christian healthcare and ministry 
professionals and leaders from the north central Georgia area between the ages of twenty-five 
and seventy-five years of age and potentially Euro- and African-American. This sample was 
drawn from approximately three hundred healthcare and ministry professionals and leaders 
associated with Athens Regional Healthcare System, Athens Georgia; St. Mary’s Healthcare 
System, Athens Georgia; Gwinnett Medical Center, Lawrenceville, Georgia; Georgia Faith 
Community Nurses Association, Athens College of Ministry, and churches in the United 
Methodist, Baptist, Christian, Catholic, Lutheran, Episcopal, Presbyterian, Disciples of Christ, 
and Wesleyan denominations as well as non-denominational churches in the north central 
Georgia area. The purposive sample included healthcare and ministry professionals and leaders 
because of their educational and experiential foundation in whole person care (Sensing 83).  
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Ethical Considerations 
Ensuring confidentiality in this study was a primary concern not only for ethical 
considerations but also to create a level of confidence conducive to unbiased responses. All 
participants signed an informed consent form for the project (appendix E). A promise of 
confidentiality was made in the initial seminar announcement and in the questionnaire cover 
letter. To provide a high level of anonymity, participant identification consisted of a personal 
identification number created by the participant and entered on each questionnaire (Crowe 75).  
Completed pre- and post-seminar questionnaires were scanned and saved in a file for 
analysis. The file was password protected. A copy of the data file was used by a University of 
Georgia Statistical Consulting Center consultant for the quantifiable data analysis. Both copies of 
the data files were destroyed six months after the dissertation was completed. The paper 
questionnaires were secured in a locked file drawer and destroyed six months after the 
dissertation was complete.  
Post-seminar interviews were voice recorded and documented by the author during the 
interviews. Each voice recording was transcribed, and the transcription data files were password 
protected. The paper documentation was secured in a locked file drawer until the dissertation 
was completed. The voice recordings, data transcription files, and paper documentation were 
destroyed six months after the dissertation was completed. Completed questionnaires were 
scanned, and the file saved in a password protected drive. Data was saved on the same password 
protected drive. The password was known only to the author or principal investigator.  
Instrumentation 
Reliability and Validity of Project Design 
Validity was sought through the engagement of two perspectives. Statistical expertise 
through the Statistical Consulting Center of the University of Georgia was accessed to ensure the 
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accuracy and validity of the pre/post-seminar and interview questionnaires and to ensure 
integrity of data analysis. Others healthcare and ministry professionals knowledgeable of the 
concepts relevant to the integration of faith and health verified the presentations included in the 
seminar.  
Data Collection 
A seminar, designed to facilitate a heightened comprehension of how the integration of 
faith and health contributes to wholeness or whole person health, was provided to healthcare and 
ministry professionals and leaders. Many healthcare professionals and leaders are people of faith 
and desire to understand better how their faith applies to their secular careers. Additionally, 
ministry professionals and leaders recognize the need to care for people more wholistically.  
The seminar titled, Whole Person Health: Transforming Lives through the 
Integration of Faith and Health, was conducted completely by the author, Deborah Huckaby. 
The six-hour seminar (9am-3:30pm) used lecture and discussion formats to meet the following 
objectives:  
1. Explore biblical concepts of the human mind, body, spirit, and soul. 
a. Old Testament with Focus on Genesis 2:7 
b. New Testament with Focus on 1 Thessalonians 5:23 
2. Discuss Theological concepts of humans created in the image of God. 
a. Dichotomy and Trichotomy  
b. Genesis 1:26-27 
c. 1 Thessalonians 5:23 
3. Reflect on the chronology of the history of healing.  
a. Primitive (10,000 BC) 
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b. Early Civilizations: Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece, Rome 
c. Israel (Hebrew)  
d. Jesus of Nazareth and Early Christianity 
e. Middle Ages Medicine  
f. 18th Century Healthcare  
g. Modern Medicine & the Fragmented Human 
h. Return to Whole Person Health  
i. Spiritual Healing Today  
4. Identify leading causes of death and life. 
a. Chronic Disease  
b. Eight Root Causes of Death  
c. Leading Causes of Life 
5. Describe incidents of healing through the integration of faith and health.  
a. Research (Koenig, Krause, etc.)  
b. Case Stories  
c. Theophostic Ministry 
6. Describe effective collaborations between healthcare and ministry.  
a. Order of St. Luke 
b. Rev. Dr. Granger Westberg and Faith Community Nursing 
c. Rev. Dr. Scott Morris and the Church Health Center 
d. Rev. Dr. Gary Gunderson and the Memphis Congregation Health Network  
e. Gwinnett Medical Center’s Faith Community Network  
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This project was mixed methods study in the quasi-experimental mode. It utilized a 
pretest, post-test design with no comparison group followed by a qualitative interview measure 
(Crowe 72). Pre- and post-seminar questionnaires were administered to a group of ministry and 
healthcare professionals and lay leaders. The pre-seminar questionnaire established a foundation 
of the participant’s knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors regarding the integration of faith and 
health. The post-seminar questionnaire retained the same questions in essentially the same form 
as presented in the pre-seminar questionnaire in order to measure changes that occurred in the 
participant’s knowledge, attitude, and behavior as a result of the seminar (Sensing 118).  
Analysis of the pre-seminar and post-seminar questionnaires constituted the quantitative 
component of the mixed method study. The qualitative aspect of the mixed method study was 
developed from a phenomenological questionnaire used to conduct post-seminar interviews and 
directed at understanding the lived experiences of the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors 
received during the seminar (Sensing 107; Englander 25).  
At the beginning of the seminar, following introductions and prior to instruction, an 
announcement was made of the opportunity for participants to volunteer for individual coaching 
sessions with the author and seminar speaker. The announcement included the following 
information:  
a. Coaching sessions are provided to assist participants to assimilate more effectively into 
their everyday lives the information they received during the seminar.  
b. Four participant volunteers (two from ministry and two from healthcare) will be selected 
to engage in three coaching sessions to be held once per month in the three consecutive 
months following the seminar.   
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c. Each session, approximately one hour in length, will be conducted face-to-face in a 
comfortable convenient setting or in a telephone conversation.  
d. The coaching session will involve the asking of questions by the coach and the answering 
of questions by the participant. The interview questions are designed to elicit a more 
detailed open discussion of the participant’s feelings, opinions and experiences (Sensing 
103) (appendix D) The participant may also pose questions to the coach.  
e. Information provided during the seminar may be recalled during the coaching session by 
the coach or participant for clarification, reflection, emphasis, and recommendation. 
There will be no pressure or coercion, however, to comply with the seminar information. 
f. Participants interested in taking part in the one-to-one coaching sessions volunteered by 
writing their name on a slip of paper (white slips for ministry, yellow slips for healthcare) 
and placing it in an appropriately labeled basket before the end of the seminar.  
g. At the close of the seminar, four names were drawn, two from each basket to identify two 
volunteers from ministry and two from healthcare. The selected names were announced.  
The coaching sessions were conducted face-to-face in informal settings using an 
interview tool designed to elicit a more detailed open discussion of the participant’s feelings, 
opinions and experiences (Sensing 103). The total number of interviews equaled twelve. 
Questions used in the coaching session interviews were designed to determine the participant’s 
application of the information received during the training seminar (see appendix E). 
Additionally, the post-seminar coaching session volunteers were asked to identify which seminar 
topics were the most informative in those experiences.  
Three sets of variables were identified in this study. The independent variable was the 
seminar. The dependent variable was the integration of faith and health measured in terms of the 
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knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors changes derived from experiencing the seminar (Crowe 
73).The intervening variable in this study included the professional background of the 
respondent, either ministry or healthcare.  
Data Analysis 
The pre and post-seminar questionnaires measured the knowledge, attitude, and behaviors 
of the participants according to a five-part Likert scale (see appendix C and appendix D).  Data 
gathered from the questionnaires were measured inferentially utilizing between and within 
subject analysis of variance or ANOVA (Love-Myers).   
Twelve post-seminar interviews were recorded and detailed field notes were documented. 
Both were transcribed. The transcripts were then read from the following three perspectives: 
reflexively, focusing on the reader’s feelings and understanding of the data; interpretatively, 
focusing on the implied or inferred meanings, and literally, focusing on the words, phrases, 
language, and similar components (Sensing 196). Data themes, categories, and patterns were 
identified and coded.  Similar themes, categories, and patterns were grouped together to facilitate 
manageability using a framework analysis format (Nigatu 43). The transcripts were reread 
according to the identified codes. Incongruences and omissions were noted. Transcripts, coding 
information, and the appropriate identifiers were imported into qualitative data analysis software 
where it was collated for analysis and interpretation. (Sensing 204).   
The coded interviews and field notes were interpreted by identifying and explaining the 
core meaning of the data, organizing and connecting emerging themes, sub-themes and 
contradictions, and making generalizations to provide the answers to the research questions 
(Nigatu 62). 
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CHAPTER 4 
EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
A seminar designed to facilitate a heightened comprehension of how the integration of 
faith and health contributes to wholeness or whole person health was provided to healthcare and 
ministry professionals and leaders. The knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of the seminar 
participants were measured quantitatively using pre- and post-seminar five-part Likert scale 
questionnaires. Post-seminar coaching sessions were provided to four seminar participant 
volunteers in the three consecutive months following the seminar to determine the participants’ 
application of the information received during the training seminar.   
Participants 
The participants included male and female Christian healthcare and ministry 
professionals and leaders from the north central Georgia area between the ages of twenty-five 
and seventy-five years of age and of the Euro- and African-American races. 
Analytical Procedure 
Quantitative 
The data gathered in the pre-seminar and post-seminar questionnaires were analyzed 
using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Data analysis was conducted by Dr. Kim Love-Myers, Dr. 
Jaxk Reeves, and Zhen Yan in the Statistical Consulting Center of the University of Georgia.  
Pre- and post-seminar questionnaires measured the knowledge, attitude, and behaviors of 
the participants according to a five-part Likert scale (see appendix C and appendix D).  Each 
questionnaire contains fifteen questions, five for each of the three aspects (knowledge, attitude, 
and behavior) in the questionnaire. Nineteen attendees (fifteen healthcare and four ministry 
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attendees) answered the questionnaires before and after the seminar. To perform the quantitative 
analysis, for all the answers, the category levels were replaced with scores, i.e., Strongly Agree = 
5, Agree = 4, Neutral = 3, Disagree = 2, and Strongly Disagree = 1. While checking the data, it 
was found that attendee R4880 did not answer the first question in the behavior part. That 
missing value was replaced with the average of the other eighteen participants’ answers to that 
question. For each participant, the responses on the five questions were summed for each aspect, 
and the total scores (ranging from zero to twenty-five) for each of Knowledge, Attitude, and 
Behavior was obtained. After data manipulation, the data analyzed were the pre- and post- 
seminar scores in terms of three aspects for nineteen observations from two types of attendees 
(Yan et al.). 
To test whether seminar and attendee type had a significant effect on the questionnaire 
scores, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used as it tests the differences across and within 
group means. ANOVA was considered appropriate for these data as the response variable 
(Score) is continuous and the predictors (Seminar and Type) are categorical variables. Taking 
Knowledge, for example, the full model is represented symbolically as: 
Knowledge Score = Seminar + Type + (Seminar × Type), 
where Seminar is a categorical variable with two levels: pre- and post-, and Type is a categorical 
variable with two levels: Healthcare and Ministry. The above ANOVA model was used to test 
whether the effects of Seminar and Type are significant. This particular type of ANOVA has 
both between- and within-subject variables, since the attendee type varies between subjects, but 
the before and after the Seminar measure varies within subjects. The Seminar term tests whether 
there was a difference in scores from before to after the seminar, the Type term determines 
whether there is a difference in the scores of the two types of attendees, and the interaction 
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(Seminar*Type) term determines whether the two types of attendees make different gains in their 
scores from one another (Yan et al.). 
Qualitative 
The data from the twelve post-seminar interview sessions were recorded, transcribed, and 
coded using qualitative data analysis software and analyzed by the author. Analysis consisted of 
identifying and explaining the meaning of the data, organizing and connecting emerging themes, 
and making generalizations to provide answers to the research questions. Coding categories 
included knowledge, attitude, and behavior prior to the seminar; knowledge, attitude, and 
behavior after the seminar; health prior and after seminar; faith prior and after seminar; unity of 
mind, body, and spirit; connections between faith and health, and other aspects that had the 
greatest impact on the participants. 
Research Question #1  
The first research question asked, “What were the participants’ level of knowledge, 
attitude, and behavior regarding the relationship between faith and health prior to the workshop 
and follow-up coaching on health healing and wholeness?”  
Quantitative 
Seminar participants included nineteen male and female Christian healthcare and ministry 
professionals and leaders from the north central Georgia area between the ages of twenty-five 
and seventy-five years of age and of the Euro- and African-American races. All participants 
answered the pre-seminar questionnaire. Fifteen participants worked in the healthcare sector and 
four participants worked in Christian ministry. Their pre-seminar questionnaire scores are 
depicted in figure 6.  
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Fig. 9 Average Pre-Seminar Knowledge, Attitude, Behavior and Total Scores  
 Average Knowledge score prior to the seminar = 21.84 of a possible 25.00, which indicates 
agree to strongly agree 
 Average Attitude score prior to the seminar = 21.89 of a possible 25.00, which indicates 
agree to strongly agree 
 Average Behavior score prior to the seminar = 20.11 of a possible 25.00, which indicates 
agree to strongly agree  
 Average Total score prior to the Seminar = 63.84 of a possible 75.00, which indicates agree 
to strongly agree 
Qualitative 
At the beginning of the seminar, an announcement was made and pertinent information 
shared about the opportunity for participants to volunteer for individual coaching sessions with 
the author and seminar speaker in the three consecutive months following the seminar.  
Seventeen of the nineteen seminar participants volunteered to participate in post-seminar 
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coaching sessions by writing their name on an appropriately colored slip of paper (white for 
ministry, yellow for healthcare) and placing it in an appropriate basket, one basket for white 
colored paper or ministry volunteers and one basket for yellow colored paper or healthcare 
volunteers. A healthcare seminar participant volunteer was requested and selected to draw 
without looking into the basket two slips of paper out of the ministry basket. These slips 
contained the names of the ministry volunteers. Then, a ministry seminar participant was 
requested and selected to draw without looking into the basket two slips of paper out of the 
healthcare basket. These contained the names of the selected healthcare volunteers.  
These four coaching session volunteers included two healthcare professionals (a 
Chiropractor and a Registered Nurse with specialty training as a Faith Community Nurses), a 
ministry professional, who is also a Registered Nurse with specialty training as a Faith 
Community Nurse, and a ministry leader. Face-to-face interviews were held monthly for three 
consecutive months with each volunteer. Data, which was collected in these sessions, indicate 
the following knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors regarding the relationship between faith and 
health held prior to the seminar and follow-up coaching sessions.  
Volunteer participants’ responses attest to a foundational knowledge of faith and health. 
All professed to have an understanding of the concept of whole person or unity of the mind, 
body, and spirit. Most spoke of some type of formal study and practice regarding health and 
nutrition, such as one participant’s comment on the six essentials of life: to eat, drink, rest, 
exercise, think, and breathe. From their study and practice, the participants shared beliefs about 
God, themselves, and disease. All participants believed that God has the power to heal, but one 
noted that you “have to be persistent in prayers and in faith”. Their reflection had led to a deeper 
understanding of human nature as one participant stated, “Every part of who I am be it physical, 
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mental, emotional, or spiritual is intricately designed by God”. A mental, emotional, and physical 
connection was noted in one theory that purports “most of our symptoms come from stress and 
that a lot of that stress comes from memories”. A mental, emotional, and spiritual connection 
was noted in a belief that “the root of sin is unbelief and wrong beliefs about God and self; it is 
wrong beliefs and unbelief that produce toxic emotions and behaviors. The more rooted and 
grounded in experiencing spiritual truth, the more I am free from the things that cause dis-ease in 
mind, emotions, and body”. 
Along with their knowledge, respondents revealed established attitudes regarding faith 
and health, summarized by one participant as, “How I think is how I live and how I live is how I 
think about myself.” All participants voiced a strong and persistent faith, which included 
references to the unity of the mind, body, and spirit, yet confessed to still making poor choices, 
such as failing to eat and exercise properly and spend time with God. “I know I need to change 
my attitude,” said one and another explained, “I feel better when I am treating my body well and 
I have more energy for ministry.” Additionally, participants described customary actions and 
behaviors based on their knowledge and attitudes of faith and health.  Positive behaviors, such as 
praying without ceasing, putting on the armor of God and seeing self as God sees were balanced 
with negative assessments of losing focus, being a fix-it person, and getting out of healthy 
routines.  
Participants also reiterated their knowledge and attitude regarding faith and health and 
expounded on their unacceptable behaviors in discussions focused on faith, health, the unity of 
body, mind, and spirit, and the connection between faith and health. Many comments spoke of a 
perceived failure to meet a desired prescription for health, such as: I have not been eating right; I 
am drinking too much wine; I haven’t even been for a walk in months; I have gained weight; I 
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have gotten back into comfort eating; I have gotten out of my routines of exercising and 
journaling, and I am undisciplined. Impetus for the profound sense of failure and evidence of 
deeper contemplation of the integration of faith and health were revealed in a participant’s belief 
that, “God has created me for a purpose and my heart’s desire is to pursue that to fulfill that and 
yet to do that it needs to be in health.”  Practical application of an understanding of the 
integration of faith and health was clearly seen in all of the participants’ lives. One participant 
stated, “If I need help I try to remember that I am integrated and how I think and live are 
connected.” Another commented, “All three, the mind, body, and spirit play a major role in 
health and how you deal with people and how you deal with your family – just about everything 
else really. It is a basic part of my faith and my beliefs.” Another shared a striking story of how 
his life was redirected from the diagnosis of a terminal illness caused by the stress of his 
profession to the abundant life he found in a new profession through an understanding of how 
faith and health work together.  
In, sum, the data show that the participants possessed strong and applicable knowledge, 
attitude, and behavior regarding the relationship between faith and health and whole person 
health or the unity of mind, body, and spirit prior to the seminar. Pre-seminar questionnaire 
quantitative scores returned agree and strongly agree or between 80% and 87% agreement with 
the knowledge, attitude, and behavior aspects of the questionnaire. Qualitative narrative results 
revealed that all of the post-seminar volunteer participants had an understanding of the unity of 
mind, body, and spirit and the connection between faith and health from prior study and 
experiences. All participants voiced a strong and persistent faith, yet confessed to still making 
poor choices, which seemed to particularly distress them.  
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Research Question #2 
The second research question asked, “What were the participants’ level of knowledge, 
attitude, and behavior regarding the relationship between faith and health after the workshop and 
follow-up coaching on health healing and wholeness?”  
Quantitative 
Quantitative: Knowledge 
Starting with the full model (including the term of interaction), returns the results in table 
2, which indicates that the effect of the interaction (Seminar × Type) is not significant, since the 
P-value (0.2799) is larger than 0.05. The two types of attendees do not have significantly 
different gains in knowledge after the seminar. Thus, for efficiency the interaction term was 
removed from the full model rendering the reduced additive model: Knowledge Score = Seminar 
+ Type (Yan et al.). 
Table 2  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Knowledge (Full Model) 
Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 1.85 0.1823 
Type 1 0.01 0.9098 
Seminar*Type 1 1.21 0.2799 
 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Based on the reduced model, table 3 indicates that the type of the attendee does not 
significantly affect the attendees’ knowledge of the integration of faith and health, since Type 
has a P-value (0.9100) greater than 0.05. Hence, the factor (Type) was removed and a one-way 
ANOVA model represented by: Knowledge Score = Seminar used (Yan et al.). 
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Table 3  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Knowledge (Reduced Model) 
Source DF F Value P-value 
Seminar 1 5.96 0.0198 
Type 1 0.01 0.9100 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Table 4, from the one-way ANOVA, indicates that Seminar does have a significant effect 
on attendees’ knowledge, since the P-value (0.0181) is smaller than 0.05. A high corresponding 
F-Value of 6.13 attests to the statistical significance of this measure. In addition, table 5 shows 
that the seminar helps to improve attendees’ knowledge of the integration of faith and health, 
since the average knowledge score after the seminar (23.74) is significantly higher than that 
before the seminar (21.84) (Yan et al.). 
Table 4  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Knowledge (One-way ANOVA) 
Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 6.13 0.0181 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Table 5  
Comparison of Knowledge Pre- and Post- Seminar 
Seminar N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
Pre 19 21.84 2.39 18 25 
Post 19 23.74 2.33 17 25 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
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In sum, at a significance level of 0.05, the type of attendee does not make a significant 
difference in attendees’ knowledge. While this may indicate there is no difference in the two 
types of attendees, this insignificant result may instead be caused by an inadequate sample size 
(with only four ministry attendees). In contrast, attending a seminar definitely helps attendees to 
gain knowledge of the integration of faith and health.  In other words, the seminar played a 
significant role in improving attendees’ knowledge, based on the statistical test (Yan et al.). 
Quantitative: Attitude 
Starting with the full model (including the interaction term), returns the results shown in 
table 6, which indicates that the effect of the interaction (Seminar ×Type) is not significant, since 
the P-value (0.3927) is larger than 0.05. Thus, for efficiency the interaction term was removed 
from the full model rendering a reduced model: Attitude Score = Seminar + Type (Yan et al.). 
Table 6  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Attitude (Full Model) 
Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 1.89 0.1781 
Type 1 0.31 0.5790 
Seminar*Type 1 0.75 0.3927 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
From table 7 based on the reduced model, the type of the attendees does not significantly 
affect the attendees’ attitude to the integration of faith and health, since Type has a P-value 
(0.5776) greater than 0.05. Hence, that factor was removed and a one-way ANOVA: Attitude 
Score = Seminar used (Yan et al.). 
Table 7  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Attitude (Reduced Model) 
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Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 5.33 0.0269 
Type 1 0.32 0.5776 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Table 8, from the one-way ANOVA, indicates that Seminar has significant effect in 
attendees’ attitude, since the P-value (0.0254) is smaller than 0.05. Again, the statistical 
significance of the P value is corroborated in the high F-value of 5.44. In addition, table 9 shows 
that the Seminar helps to strengthen attendees’ attitude to the integration of faith and health, 
since the average attitude score after the seminar (23.74) is higher than that before the seminar 
(21. 89) (Yan et al.). 
Table 8 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Attitude (One-way ANOVA) 
Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 5.44 0.0254 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Table 9 
Comparison of Attitude Pre- and Post- Seminar 
Seminar N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
Pre 19 21.89 2.54 17 25 
Post 19 23.74 2.33 18 25 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
In sum, at a significance level of 0.05, the type of attendees does not make significant 
difference in attendees’ attitude. This insignificant result may be caused by an inadequate sample 
size (with only four ministry attendees). In contrast, attending a seminar should help people to 
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gain a more positive attitude with respect to the integration of faith and health. In other words, 
the seminar played a significant role in improving attendees’ attitudes, based on the statistical 
test (Yan et al.). 
Quantitative: Behavior 
Starting with the full model (including the term of interaction), returns the results in table 
10, which indicates the effect of the interaction (Seminar × Type) is not significant, since the P-
value (0.2200) is larger than 0.05. Thus, for efficiency the interaction term was removed from 
the full model, and a reduced model: Behavior Score = Seminar + Type used (Yan et al.). 
Table 10  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Behavior (Full Model) 
Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 6.45 0.0158 
Type 1 1.44 0.2378 
Seminar*Type 1 1.56 0.2200 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
From table 11 based on the reduced model, the type of the attendees does not 
significantly affect the attendees’ behavior regarding to the integration of faith and health, since 
Type has a P-value (0.2413) greater than 0.05. Hence, that factor was removed and a one-way 
ANOVA: Behavior Score = Seminar (Yan et al.). 
Table 11  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Behavior (Reduced Model) 
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Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 15.77 0.0003 
Type 1   1.42 0.2413 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Table 12 from the one-way ANOVA indicates that Seminar has a significant effect on 
attendees’ behavior, since the P-value (0.0004) is smaller than 0.05 and the very high 
corresponding F-Value of 15.58 indicates a statistically major effect. In addition, Table 13 shows 
that the seminar makes the attendees’ behave better regarding the integration of faith and health, 
since the average behavior score after the seminar (23.72) is higher than that before the seminar 
(20.11) (Yan et al.). 
Table 12  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Behavior (One-way ANOVA) 
Source DF F Value p-value 
Seminar 1 15.58 0.0004 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Table 13 
Comparison of Behavior Pre and Post-seminar 
Seminar N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
Pre 19 20.11 3.45 13 24 
Post 19 23.72 2.02 18 25 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
In sum, at a significance level of 0.05, the type of attendees does not make significant 
difference in attendees’ behavior. This insignificant result may be caused by an inadequate 
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sample size (with only four ministry attendees). In contrast, attending a seminar showed increase 
attendee behaviors with respect to the integration of faith and health. In other words, the seminar 
played a significant role in improving attendees’ behaviors, based on the statistical test (Yan et 
al.). 
Quantitative: Total 
By summing the scores from the Knowledge, Attitude, and Behaviors sections, a Total 
score was obtained where each section’s maximum score equals fifteen points for an overall total 
score of seventy-five. Starting with the full model (including the term of interaction), returns the 
results in table 14, which indicate that the effect of the interaction (Seminar × Type) is not 
significant, since the P-value (0.2270) is larger than 0.05. Thus, the two types of attendees do not 
have significantly different gains in Total after the seminar. Thus, for efficiency the interaction 
term was removed from the full model, and a reduced model: Total Score = Seminar + Type 
used (Yan et al.). 
Table 14  
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Total (Full Model) 
Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 4.20 0.0482 
Type 1 0.56 0.4600 
Seminar*Type 1 1.51 0.2270 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
From table 15 based on the reduced model, the Type of the attendee does not 
significantly affect the attendees’ total score of the integration of faith and health, since Type has 
a P-value (0.4631) greater than 0.05. Hence, factor (Type) was removed and a one-way ANOVA 
model represented by: Total Score = Seminar used (Yan et al.). 
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Table 15 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Total (Reduced Model) 
Source DF F Value P-value 
Seminar 1 11.30 0.0019 
Type 1 0.55 0.4631 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Table 15, the one-way ANOVA, indicates that Seminar has a significant effect on 
attendees’ Total score, since the P-value (0.0017) is smaller than 0.05 and the corresponding F-
Value of 11.45 indicates major significance. In addition, from table 16, the seminar helps to 
improve attendees’ Total score of the integration of faith and health, since the average total score 
after the seminar (71.20) is significantly higher than that before the seminar (63.84). This 7.36 
point expected improvement is very significant (Yan et al.). 
Table 16 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects on Total (One-way ANOVA) 
Source DF F-Value P-value 
Seminar 1 11.45 0.0017 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
Table 17 
Comparison of Total Pre- and Post- Seminar 
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Seminar N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 
Pre 19 63.84 7.37 48 74 
Post 19 71.20 5.96 55 75 
Source: Yan, Zhen, Kim Love and Jaxk Reeves. University of Georgia Statistical Consulting 
Center Report on Integration of Faith & Health. Athens: UGA SCC. 2016. Print 
In sum, at a significance level of 0.05, the Type of attendee does not make a significant 
difference in attendees’ Total score. While this may indicate there is no difference in the two 
types of attendees, this insignificant result may instead be caused by an inadequate sample size 
(with only 4 ministry attendees). In contrast, attending a seminar definitely helps attendees to 
increase total score of the integration of faith and health.  In other words, a seminar plays a 
significant role in improving attendees’ total score, based on the statistical test (Yan et al.).  
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Pre- and Post-seminar quantitative changes are represented here in pre-post averages for 
each aspect of knowledge, attitude and behavior. 
 
 
The error bars, based on 1 Standard Deviation, indicate the range of predictable means 
given larger or smaller sample sizes and show that regardless of the sample size, post-seminar 
means are statistically greater than the pre-seminar means and most emphatically, the change in 
the behavior aspect is greater than the change in knowledge and attitude.  
Qualitative 
Qualitative: Knowledge 
Volunteer participants’ responses repeatedly stressed reinforcement of prior seminar 
knowledge, indicating recognition and enhancement of beliefs regarding health, healing, 
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nutrition, faith, and religion. Formerly held thinking was solidified, deepened, and clarified, and 
awareness increased, especially regarding the unity of the mind, body, and spirit. The seminar 
helped one participant reconcile the scientific principles and practices of healthcare with a strong 
faith by demonstrating how the two work together to impact the healing process of the whole 
person. That participant stated, “If we can make that knowledge available, we can really change 
lives.”  A healthcare participant, who recognized compartmentalization in herself and in the 
healthcare profession, is now more cognizant and intentional about bringing balance into all 
aspects of her life. Particularly insightful comments include:   
 The main thing for me is the seamlessness between the mind soul body and spirit. 
 The total person concept is the best way of thinking of it because you cannot separate the 
temple that God has given us and negate the physical, negate the emotional, or negate the 
spiritual and expect to have a whole person. 
 Since the seminar I have begun to consider how stresses of life affect mental stability.  
 Made me more aware of a disconnection between what we say and what we actually do. 
 Increased awareness of the consequences of the decisions we make every day. 
 I am absolutely sure that faith strengthens health and seminar was affirmation of that. 
Qualitative: Attitude 
Along with reinforced knowledge, participants’ claimed to be re-challenged and re-
convicted in their attitudes. As a result of the seminar, participants recognized the need to listen 
more intently to the needs of their beings because “healing is needed in every area of our lives 
and where there is neglect of one aspect (mind, body, spirit), the other aspects will also suffer.”  
“Just knowing this,” said one participant “has put me on the road to recovery.” The seminar 
challenged others to “regroup, look at who I am and where I am going and walk in obedience, 
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hope, and promise.” Surprisingly, two participants declared that the seminar had enhanced their 
patience, which for one had resulted in greater love. “I have become more intentional because of 
seminar in observing people. I assess more clearly why they do the thing they do and observe 
them with a greater love.” This participant went on to explain how she was now able to better 
understand her mostly housebound mother’s rigidity, fears, and unloving attitudes.  
Qualitative: Behavior 
Participants demonstrated appreciable behavioral effects during the three months 
following the seminar.  Each participant celebrated the initiation of positively perceived 
behaviors stating:  I am now going to exercise class; I am walking again; I started Pilates; I have 
joined a stability strengthening class; I am now praying the Scriptures; I am journaling again; I 
am working on my diet, and I am praying a lot. Two participants stated emphatically and 
unequivocally that the seminar had improved their health. This outcome was so appreciated that 
one shared the essence of the seminar with her leadership team at work.  
Qualitative: Total 
Participants’ responses following the seminar revealed enriched impressions of health, 
faith, the unity of mind, body, and spirit, and the connection between faith and health. 
Participants reported that the seminar had reinforced their knowledge and practices related to 
health matters, healing, and religion.  Faith was intensified as participants were either reminded 
or made aware of ways God is present, answering prayers, and working in our lives. One 
participant was so encouraged in her faith that when she was asked to speak at a women’s 
ministry event, she immediately agreed with no hesitation.  
Previously held suppositions had transitioned into stronger convictions regarding the 
connection between faith and health. One participant noted, “There is definitely a connection 
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between faith and health – a very strong connection.” The post-seminar responses revealed a 
deeper contemplation of the aspects of mind, body, and spirit and the concept of unity. One 
response noted that the three aspects are “all tied together, all equally important,” while another 
articulated a seamlessness and total wholeness where there is no separation. One participant 
likened a contemporary Christian’s separation of faith and health to Gnostics beliefs in the first 
century and compared how the Gnostics negated the importance of the body and placed emphasis 
on the well-being of the intellect to Christians in our culture who negate their body and give 
priority to their spiritual life. In sum, these data show that all participants affirmed that the 
seminar had strengthened and deepened their knowledge, attitude, and behavior regarding faith, 
health, and the unity of their mind, body, and spirit.  
Research Question #3 
The third research question asked, “What aspects of the seminar and/or follow-up 
coaching had the greatest impact on the observed changes in knowledge, attitude and behavior 
among the participants?”  
 Data from the post-seminar interviews included responses to inquiry regarding the 
aspects of the seminar that had the greatest impact on the volunteer participant’s knowledge, 
attitude, and behavior. Volunteer participants’ responses identified four areas: Faith Community 
Network, History of Healing, Integration Research, and the Leading Causes of Life.  
Faith Community Network 
The Faith Community Network educated and inspired many participants regarding the 
possibility of combining faith and health. One commented, “I was surprised and uplifted to know 
that there was an effort being done to bring those two together. The seminar gave me more faith 
that it will do that – continue to grow and move in that direction.” Another participant remarked 
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how this effort, which had started years ago as a small seed had come so far and thus, was 
encouraged to take the small steps in her own life. One participant was particularly encouraged 
with the collaborative work of Gwinnett Medical Center’s Faith Community Network where 
churches or faith communities in the Gwinnett county area work with the medical center through 
a Faith Community Nurse, who acts as a communication bridge or connection.  Greater 
awareness also resulted in the realization that such a network, even though greatly beneficial, is 
still lacking in most areas.  
History of Healing 
The history of healing broadened the perspectives of the educated and experienced 
healthcare and ministry participants and spurred interest in historical figures and authors of faith. 
As a result, one participant soon began reading church history autobiographies. Another reflected 
how “it seems that we have come full circle back to the wholeness of being.” All participants 
were amazed to learn how seemingly contemporary medical interventions, such as surgery and 
anesthesia were used in centuries past.  All were astounded at how the once characteristic and 
prominent ministry of healing in the church had diminished steadily over the past two thousand 
years.  
Integration Research 
Even though the unity of mind, body and spirit and the connection of faith and health 
were not new concepts, the experienced participants were astonished at the wealth of faith-health 
research. The healthcare participants were particularly impressed with the scientific research that 
showed the physical benefits of the practice of faith and wondered why this was essentially 
unknown in their medical arenas. From this new perspective, one participant admitted, “Now I 
see the compartmentalization in healthcare.”  
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Leading Causes of Life 
An exciting outcome of the seminar was a paradigm shift from a deeply ingrained focus 
on the leading causes of death to a revelatory and refreshing focus on the leading causes of life. 
“To change the mindset and live in a way to let others see, not the leading causes of death, but 
the leading causes of life, was to one participant a piece of heaven on earth.”  The leading causes 
of life were that participant’s most significant reflection and application.  
Frequency and Usage of Words and Phrases 
Analysis of the literal words, phrases, and language of the volunteer participants’ 
responses is depicted in table 18.    
Table 18 
Word Frequency Observations 
 
 
All 
Participants  
 #1 Participant  #2 Participant  #3 Participant  #4 Participant 
Think/know 84  Faith 29  Think/know 19  Think/know 29  God 17 
Faith  71  Think/know 20  Faith 15  God 18  Think/know 16 
Health 56  Health 18  Health 13  Faith 15  People 15 
Spirit/spiritual 
48 
 Pray 11 *   Life 8  Spirit/spiritual 
15 
 Body 13 
God 48   Body 9  Body 7  Body 14  Need 13 
Body 43   Spirit 9  Mind 7  Mind 14  Faith 12 
Need 36   Pain 9 *  Attitude 6  Health 13  Health 12 
Mind 34  God  7  Behavior 5  Life 9  Spirit 6 
Spirit 31    Spirit 6    Healing 6 * 
People 29    God 6     
Life 25          
Attitude 19         
Behavior 17         
 
* Shaded words are words most frequent words spoken by all participants.  
* Bolded words are words spoken frequently by only one participant.  
The following word use similarities and dissimilarities were noted:  
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 Words most frequently spoken by all participants were: think/know, faith, health, 
spirit/spiritual, God, and body.  
 Words spoken frequently by only one participant included pray, pain, and healing.  
o #1 participant frequently used – pain; pray/prayer 
o #4 participant frequently used – healing  
 Participants who were also Registered Nurses frequently used the word life as contrasted 
with the other two participants, who did not use the word life at all.  
 The two healthcare volunteer participants used the word faith as their first or second most 
frequent word; God was their least most frequent words.  
 The two ministry volunteer participants used the word God as either their first or second 
most frequent word.  
 Think/know was first or second most frequent word/thought cluster for all participants and 
therefore was the most frequently used words.   
The word frequency data reveal that think/know, which expresses knowledge, were the 
most frequently mentioned words. Volunteer participants’ responses repeatedly stressed 
reinforcement of prior knowledge of seminar materials and claimed to be re-challenged and re-
convicted in their attitudes. Reinforcement, re-challenged and re-convicted connote a new or 
recent emphasis upon a prior state. These data are substantiated by minimal change in the 
quantitative measures of knowledge and attitude.  
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Table 19  
Comparison of Knowledge, Attitude, and Behavior in the Pre- and Post- Seminar Data 
 
Aspect Pre-Seminar 
Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
Post-Seminar 
Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 
P- value F- value 
Knowledge 21.84 2.39 23.74 2.33 0.0181 6.13 
Attitude 21.84 2.54 23.74 2.33 0.0254 5.44 
Behavior 20.11 3.45 23.72 2.02 0.0004 15.58 
Total 63.84 7.37 71.20 5.96 0.0017 11.45 
 
 
The maximum amount of change in both the quantitative and qualitative measures was in 
the behavior aspect where a P-value of 0.0004 is correlated with F-value of 15.58. The most 
emphatic and demonstrable change according to volunteer participant responses was in post- 
seminar behaviors where all participants professed to have initiated behavior changes 
immediately after the seminar. These data were also substantiated in the quantitative data, where 
three of the five questions in the behavior aspect on the questionnaire resulted in the greatest pre- 
to post-seminar change of all the questionnaire questions.   
Table 20 
Questions in Behavior Aspect with Greatest Pre- and Post- Seminar Change 
 
Question Pre Post Difference 
11. When I have a physical pain or problem I will generally pray 
before taking medication. 67 89 22 
12. I will treat my body as a temple of God 71 89 18 
14. I want to improve my health through prevention more than 
treatment 76 90 14 
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Summary of Major Findings 
The most significant findings of the preceding data evidence of the project are 
summarized as follows:  
 
1. Seminar participants held significant pre-seminar knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors 
regarding the integration of faith and health.  
2. Statistically significant change was observed in the knowledge, attitude, and behaviors of 
post-seminar participants.  
3. Aspects of the seminar that made the greatest impact on the volunteer participant’s 
knowledge, attitude, and behavior included the Faith Community Network, History of 
Healing, Integration Research, and the Leading Causes of Life, with the Faith 
Community Network being the most prominent. 
CHAPTER 5 
LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
The final chapter of this project brings to the forefront the salient findings, ministry 
implications, and applicability to other settings of the study and explores potential considerations 
for further study.  
Major Findings 
First Finding 
Participants held significant pre-seminar knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors regarding 
faith and health. This premise was supported quantitatively through pre-seminar questionnaire 
scores above the eightieth percentile that indicated agreement to strong agreement. Volunteer 
participant interviews corroborated these findings, revealing a strong foundational knowledge, 
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established attitudes, and lives that clearly exemplified practical application of the integration of 
faith and health.   
Second Finding 
Post-seminar assessment revealed statistically significant changes in participant 
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors, which indicates that the seminar had substantial effects on 
the participants. Again, these quantitative results were corroborated in volunteer participant 
responses in the post-seminar interviews where participants claimed to be reinforced, re-
challenged, and re-convicted and cited specific instances where knowledge and attitudes were 
intensified and behaviors enhanced.  Reinforced knowledge and attitudes are corroborated 
statistically by the minimal change between the pre- and post-seminar knowledge and attitudes 
as compared to the emphatic and demonstrable change in behaviors also evidenced in the 
quantitative data. Three of the five questions in the behavior aspect of the questionnaire resulted 
in the greatest amount of change of all the questions in the pre- and post- seminar data.  
 Following this seminar, the participants’ levels of knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors 
were significantly changed. Quantitative statistical analysis comparing the pre- and post- seminar 
questionnaires revealed that the seminar improved knowledge, strengthened the attitudes of the 
participants, and facilitated better behaviors with respect to the integration of faith and health. 
These findings were reiterated in the post-seminar qualitative analysis where participants 
stressed reinforcement and enhancement of their foundational knowledge of health along with 
clarification of their beliefs regarding the unity of mind, body, and spirit.  Practical 
demonstration of these outcomes was evidenced by all volunteer participants through their 
initiation or modification of behaviors such as exercise, Scripture reading, prayer, and 
consumption of more nutritious food, considered more conducive to whole person health.  
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Both the quantitative and qualitative post-seminar findings were corroborated through the 
word frequency data. The word frequency data revealed that think/know, which expresses 
knowledge, were the most frequently mentioned words. Volunteer participants’ responses 
repeatedly stressed reinforcement of prior knowledge of seminar materials and claimed to be re-
challenged and re-convicted in their attitudes. Their frequent use of the words reinforcement, re-
challenged and re-convicted connotes a new or recent emphasis upon a prior state. These data are 
substantiated by minimal change in the quantitative measures of knowledge and attitude. The 
maximum amount of change in both the quantitative and qualitative measures was in the 
behavior aspect. The most emphatic and demonstrable change according to volunteer participant 
responses was in post-seminar behaviors where all participants professed to have initiated 
behavior changes immediately after the seminar. These data were also substantiated in the 
quantitative data, where three of the five questions in the behavior aspect on the questionnaire 
showed the greatest pre- to post-seminar change of all the questionnaire questions.   
 Succinctly, the seminar brought to the educated and experienced Christian healthcare and 
ministry participants a fresh perspective that unified their scientific principles and practices of 
health with their tenants of faith and demonstrated how the two work together to the impact 
healing process of the whole person. This validated, for the participants, both their profession 
and their faith and broke through some of their secular-sacred compartmentalization.  
Participants gained a new understanding of the unity of mind, body, and spirit and saw, 
perhaps for the first time, through the lens of biblically based Hebraic holism, the human as an 
inseparable, interdependent, and intermingled whole. One participant affirmed this as the essence 
of the seminar teaching for her in stating, “The main thing for me is the seamlessness between 
the mind soul body and spirit.” Formerly, held beliefs was solidified, deepened, and clarified by 
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the whole person/unity concepts as another participant stated, “The total person concept is the 
best way of thinking of it because you cannot separate the temple that God has given us and 
negate the physical, negate the emotional, or negate the spiritual and expect to have a whole 
person”. A healthcare participant who recognized compartmentalization in herself and in her 
profession and is now more cognizant and intentional about bringing balance into all aspects of 
her life stated, “If we can make that knowledge available, we can really change lives.”   
The combining of these new insights with their formerly held strong spiritual convictions 
revealed the sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit in the Christian participants and gave rise to 
remorse over their avowed unhealthy behaviors. Participants articulated how the insights had 
affected their understanding and attitudes and subsequently motivated them to make immediate 
behavior changes. One participant stated, “Since the seminar I have begun to consider how 
stresses of life affect mental stability”. Another shared how the seminar had “made me more 
aware of a disconnection between what we say and what we actually do and has increased my 
awareness of the consequences of the decisions I make every day”.   
The seminar challenged a participant to “regroup, look at who I am and where I am going 
and walk in obedience, hope, and promise.” Others recognized the need to listen more intently to 
the needs of their beings because “healing is needed in every area of our lives and where there is 
neglect of one aspect (mind, body, spirit), the other aspects will also suffer.”  “Just knowing 
this,” said one participant “has put me on the road to recovery.”  
Finally, participants demonstrated appreciable behavioral effects during the three months 
following the seminar. Each participant celebrated the initiation of positively perceived 
behaviors stating: I am now going to exercise class; I am walking again; I started Pilates; I have 
joined a stability strengthening class; I am now praying the Scriptures; I am journaling again; I 
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am working on my diet, and I am praying a lot. Surprisingly, two participants declared that the 
seminar had enhanced their patience, which for one had resulted in greater love. “I have become 
more intentional because of seminar in observing people. I assess more clearly why they do the 
thing they do and observe them with a greater love.”  
Through the work of the Holy Spirt, the seminar provided enhanced understanding of 
how faith and health are meant to work together to bring wholeness. For some, knowledge 
deficits were resolved, undisciplined behaviors were recognized and remedied, and unhealthy 
emotions and attitudes were healed. Ultimately, each participant moved toward a greater 
wholeness, both quantitatively and qualitatively.   
Love involves the whole person in all its activities or as Culpepper states regarding Luke 
10:27, “God’s claim on us reaches every area of our experience, to our innermost being (heart or 
kardia); our lives and that what gives us our individual identity (psyche or soul); our energy, 
strength, resolve, and resources (ischys or might) and our understanding or intellectual 
capabilities (dianoia or mind)” (Culpepper 229).   
Participants’ responses following the seminar revealed enriched impressions of health, 
faith, the unity of mind, body, and spirit, and the connection between faith and health. 
Participants reported that the seminar had reinforced their knowledge and practices related to 
health matters, healing, and religion. Faith was intensified as participants were either reminded 
or made aware of ways God is present, answering prayers, and working in our lives.  
The post-seminar responses revealed a deeper contemplation of the aspects of mind, 
body, and spirit and the concept of unity. One response noted that these three aspects are “all tied 
together, all equally important,” while another articulated a seamlessness and total wholeness 
where there is no separation. One participant likened a contemporary Christian’s separation of 
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faith and health to Gnostics beliefs in the first century comparing how the Gnostics negated the 
importance of the body and placed emphasis on the well-being of the intellect to Christians in 
our culture who negate their body and give priority to their spiritual life. Two participants stated 
emphatically and unequivocally that the seminar had improved their health. 
In sum, the already knowledgeable and experienced healthcare and ministry professionals 
and leaders found appreciable value in the seminar which resulted in statistically significant 
changes in their personal knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors. Further, attending a seminar 
played a statistically significant role in helping attendees gain knowledge and a more positive 
attitude of the integration of faith and health and helped them increase behaviors conducive to 
whole person health of mind, body, and spirit. The essence of this value was attributed to the 
reconciliation of their understanding of the science of healthcare with their tenets of faith in 
facilitating healing and health. Participants repeatedly expressed their appreciation of this 
recognition and its subsequent impact upon their lives. 
Third Finding 
Participants identified the Faith Community Network, History of Healing, Integration 
Research, and the Leading Causes of Life as topics presented in the seminar that made the 
greatest impact on their knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors. The Faith Community Network had 
the greatest influence on participants.  
The Faith Community Network, which was the most enlightening to participants, was 
interesting and encouraging because it exemplified a successful blending of the work of 
healthcare and ministry. Christian healthcare professionals and leaders saw the network as an 
opportunity to simultaneously embrace their profession and their faith in bringing health and 
healing to others. Christian ministry professionals and leaders saw the network as an affirmation 
of the role of God and faith in healing and the care of the sick. Although ministry and medicine 
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are both considered healing disciplines, there is little history of the two working together 
successfully, yet the comprehension of whole person health has the potential to revolutionize the 
health and well-being of people everywhere. The seminar participants recognized this potential 
and applauded the advent of such a collaborative relationship towards the support and restoration 
of optimum health for all people. One commented, “I was surprised and uplifted to know that 
there was an effort being done to bring those two together. The seminar gave me more faith that 
it will continue to grow and move in that direction.” 
The history of healing broadened the perspectives of the educated and experienced 
healthcare and ministry participants and spurred interest in historical figures and authors of faith. 
As a result, one participant reflected how “it seems that we have come full circle back to the 
wholeness of being.” All participants were amazed to learn how seemingly contemporary 
medical interventions, such as surgery and anesthesia, were used in centuries past.  All were 
astounded at how the once characteristic and prominent ministry of healing in the church had 
diminished steadily over the past two thousand years.  
Even though the unity of mind, body, and spirit and the connection of faith and health 
were not new concepts, the experienced participants were astonished at the wealth of faith/health 
research. The healthcare participants were particularly impressed with the scientific research that 
showed the physical benefits of the practice of faith and wondered why this was essentially 
unknown in their medical arenas. David Fountain’s report of the case of John, an 18 year old 
high school student in Africa, who nearly died of advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, not from the 
disease, but because of his belief in a curse, and Gregg Braden’s story about his grandfather, who 
was diagnosed with Myasthenia Gravis when his physical self-recognized his belief of 
helplessness as an unconscious command and masterfully produced the chemistry to match them, 
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brought the prior teachings to a personal and empathetic level.  From this new perspective, one 
participant admitted, “Now I see the compartmentalization in healthcare.”  
An exciting outcome of the seminar was a paradigm shift from a deeply ingrained focus 
on the leading causes of death to a revelatory and refreshing focus on the leading causes of life. 
“To change the mindset and live in a way to let others see, not the leading causes of death, but 
the leading causes of life, was to one participant a piece of heaven on earth.”  The leading causes 
of life were that participant’s most significant reflection and application.  
In sum, this project addressed the problem of compartmentalization of the human being 
with respect to health, healing, and wholeness. biblical and theological foundations affirmed that 
through the integration of faith and health, a person is restored to wholeness and ultimately to the 
imago Dei. Contemporary research attests to the benefits of spirituality in mental and physical 
health promotion such. For example, Dr. Harold G. Koenig, the Director of Duke University’s 
Center for Spirituality, Theology and Faith published 450 peer-reviewed articles and book 
chapters and over 40 books over the course of thirty years and concluded that people who 
maintain spiritual practices, pray regularly, attend worship regularly, volunteer or serve others, 
and have a social network of friends, stay healthier, have fewer hospitalizations, fewer surgeries, 
and recover more quickly after hospitalizations (The Healing Power of Faith 231). In a personal 
example, these truths were evidenced by my friend whose breast lump was healed through 
forgiveness and reconciliation. In every way a person’s mind, body, and spirit must be in 
harmony in order to achieve optimum health. Issues of health in one area must be considered as 
affecting all three areas.  
Remorse over unhealthy behaviors acknowledged by the participants reflects the process 
of sanctification, God’s gradual reorientation in us cleansing and filling us with love for God and 
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others and making us more like Christ in thought, word, deed, and attitude (Drury 81-82). Drury 
explains how God focuses on an area of our life to bring change and nudges us to conform to His 
will. We first tend to deny, then delay, and finally obey. As Christians, we desire to please our 
Lord, yet we also want to hold on to some of our old practices, thoughts, and habits (Drury 90). 
Recognition of our willful, unpleasing response to God’s gentle urgings generally brings great 
remorse, then surrender, and finally peace and joy. Hayes describes “the restoration to wholeness 
(sanctification) using three overlapping circles, which represent the spirit, soul and body” to 
depict how the Holy Spirit directs the human spirit, which then directs the soul and the soul 
directs the body (110). The participants demonstrated this process by acknowledging their poor 
choices, such as failing to eat and exercise properly or spend time with God. “I know I need to 
change my attitude,” explained one participant. Then, during the seminar, these attitudes and 
actions were seen from a whole person, united mind, body, and spirit perspective, which resulted 
in recognition of disobedience and resulted in submission to God’s leading. Thereafter, each 
participant celebrated with joy the initiation of positively perceived behaviors such as exercise or 
prayer. 
Reconciliation of the science of healthcare with the tenets of faith in facilitating healing 
and health harmonized heretofore conflicting or inadequate concepts held by the healthcare and 
ministry professionals and leaders. Learning of the successful and life-giving collaborations 
between healthcare and ministry institutions brought joy and hope. After all, as one participant 
stated, “To change the mindset and live in a way to let others see, not the leading causes of death, 
but the leading causes of life is a piece of heaven on earth.”  
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Ministry Implications of the Findings 
As shown by the preceding discussion, healthcare and ministry professionals and leaders 
understand the concepts of whole person health, but generally do not approach individuals and 
their presenting problems from a whole person mindset. Given the compelling transformation in 
the lives of the participants following the seminar, the implications for ministry are considerable. 
1. Scripture tells us that our bodies are the temples of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 6:19). Thus, it is 
important for all individuals to be intentional about their personal well-being. Learning about 
and adopting healthy lifestyle changes should include healthy body, mind, and spirit 
interventions. Information on healthy eating habits are commonly available. Scripture is 
replete with admonitions for a peaceful, Christ-focused mindset. Most importantly, it is 
through prayer and obedience to the work of the Holy Spirit that we are transformed to 
wholeness.    
2. Ministry and healthcare professionals are in a position to affect the well-being of many other 
people through the influence of their beliefs. Therefore, it is vitally important that seminaries 
as well as schools of medicine and nursing include curriculum designed to educate students 
in whole person health and nurture each student wholistically.  
3. Clergy today are desperately in need of better health and well-being themselves. This is made 
clear in the 2015 Clergy Health and Wellness report, which cites that the incidence of high 
cholesterol (51%), borderline hypertension (11%), asthma (17%), borderline diabetes (9%), 
and obesity (40%) were significantly higher in clergy than other U.S. adults, including 
demographically comparable adults (Lizardy-Hajbi). Seminaries and denominations must 
recognize clergy health as a serious threat and incorporate whole person healing into clergy 
care. 
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4. Clergy and ministry leaders are called and set apart by God to care for God’s people. 
Preaching, teaching, counseling, and leading from a whole person perspective is the most 
effectual manner to present Scriptural truth. Clergy and ministry leaders who nurture a whole 
person perspective will first pursue healing and wholeness in themselves and then convey 
those truths to those in their sphere of influence.  
5. Scripture is replete with the promises of God. Jesus said in John 10:10 that He came to give 
us life and life abundantly. The integration of faith and health (mind, body, and spirit) is the 
path to the abundant life that Jesus intended. Therefore it is incumbent upon me and each 
individual Christian believer to be made holy as God is holy through the sanctifying work of 
the Holy Spirit so that our whole spirit and soul and body will be found blameless at the 
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ (1 Thess. 5:23, 1 Peter 1:16).   
6. Christians are called to go into all nations carrying the good news of love and life found in 
Jesus Christ. I believe this includes health, healing, and wholeness, which are God’s gift to 
human beings. Thus, for all the reasons listed above, this study should find its greatest 
usefulness in global health ministry efforts.  
Limitations of the Study 
This project included a purposive sample of male and female Christian healthcare and 
ministry professionals and leaders from the north central Georgia area between the ages of 
twenty-five and seventy-five years of age and of the Euro- and African-American races. This 
sample was drawn from approximately three hundred healthcare and ministry professionals and 
leaders associated with various area healthcare institutions, churches, and colleges. All 
participants were previously acquainted with the author in some aspect.  
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The planned sample size was small due to time constraints and even smaller in 
actualization due to an inclement weather event, which precluded transportation for about half of 
the anticipated participants. As a result, the healthcare participants far outnumbered the ministry 
participants.  
Post-seminar interviews with the volunteer participants were limited to the three 
consecutive months following the seminar. Although this was adequate, perhaps a longer 
sampling window would have provided richer data regarding the longevity of the behavioral 
modifications initiated in their lives following the seminar.  
Unexpected Observations 
 Unexpected observations were noted in the participants, in the process, and in myself. I 
was blessed and grateful to God for the statistically significant changes in knowledge, attitude, 
and behaviors in the participants’ post-seminar results. I knew the participants to be educated and 
experienced healthcare and ministry professionals and leaders and was happy to be able to 
provide them with information that they found enlightening and transformational. I am thankful 
that the process worked as planned. There was only one inclement weather event in our area this 
past winter, and it just happened to occur on the day of the seminar. I was surprised that nineteen 
people were able to attend and that eighteen of them volunteered to be a part of the post-seminar 
interviews. I was surprised with my own excitement and joy in the execution of the project. I am 
thankful to God for the Holy Spirit’s constant and timely wisdom and guidance as I navigated 
unknown challenges. Beyond these surprising results is the revelation and transformation in the 
lives of the participants. Two participants found more patience. One found a road to recovery, 
and, best of all, one found more love for others.   
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Recommendations 
 I believe further study is essential because, as seen in this study, understanding and 
assimilating an integration of spiritual, physical, and emotional well-being can lead to healthier 
lives that are more abundant. The concepts of this project should be further studied through a 
pilot of wholeness care provided through collaboration between healthcare and ministry 
professionals and leaders. A subsequent study is needed to monitor the participants over a longer 
period to determine the stickiness factor or how long the ideas and concepts remained in the 
participants’ minds (Gladwell 89). 
Since the study was held in north Georgia, United States, a study is needed to assess the 
relevance to people in other locations and nationalities. Health is a global concern, the 
comprehension of the concepts of whole person health has the potential to revolutionize the 
health and well-being of people everywhere. Thus, further study is needed in a global setting.  
 It would also be pertinent to replicate the study with two other conjoined groups which 
hold a common focus, excluding healthcare and ministry.  A recent conversation with a retired 
law enforcement officer/ordained chaplain has possibly opened that area to such a proposition.  
Postscript 
 It has been almost twenty years since a seed was planted in my curiosity by the healing of 
a breast lump through the act of forgiveness. Throughout the intervening years, I have remained 
intrigued and ever vigilant to the vast possibilities in combining faith with medicine. This study 
has brought to fruition the first fruits of that contemplation.  
As a Registered Nurse and an ordained minister, I am passionate about helping people 
find health, healing, and wholeness so this journey has been personally and professionally 
rewarding. The first and greatest transformation has been in myself. Through intense study of the 
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biblical materials, my faith was strengthened and my relationship with God was deepened as I 
experienced the actualization of so many of God’s promises.  
Here, I first learned of the Hebraic worldview of the human as an unitary being, which 
has subsequently given me greater insight into matters of healing in the Old Testament, in the 
experiences of Jesus’ healing in the New Testament, and even in healing in our contemporary 
settings. Another source of significant transformation came from the theological study of the 
imago Dei, most specifically from the study of Paul’s collocation of mind, body, and spirit in 1 
Thess. 5:23 and from Dr. Timothy Tennent’s discussion of the indivisibility of God. 
Additionally, the study of the history of healing explained the compartmentalization of modern 
healthcare and helped me understand the divisions between faith and health.  
This study has been so transformational in me that I have shared these insights with many 
others over the course of this study. As a result, others are being changed as well. Seminar 
attendees have voluntarily reported how they continue to see themselves in a wholistic manner a 
year after the initial seminar instruction. Most exciting to me is the endorsement and 
encouragement from colleagues to continue researching these concepts through a collaboration 
between the Athens College of Ministry and the University of Georgia and the Medical College. 
Thus, the Wholeness Care Project has been initiated. It is a three-year pilot study of the effects of 
incorporating biblically-based Christian faith practices with mainstream medical approaches for 
the purpose of creating a wholeness approach care. This project is, hopefully and I pray, only the 
beginning of many such opportunities for people to learn how the integration of faith and health 
enables transformation towards wholeness and holiness and, ultimately, to the image of God.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
Cover Letter for Seminar Participation 
 
February 16, 2015 
 
 
Dear Colleague,  
 
As you may know, I am pursuing a Doctor of Ministry degree at Asbury Theological Seminary 
where I am studying the integration of faith and health as an integral part of our restoration to 
wholeness and ultimately to the image of God. I have now been approved by my faculty 
committee to begin the data collection part of the dissertation work.  
 
For this I will be teaching a six hour seminar to sixteen healthcare and ministry 
professional/leader participants to evaluate their pre and post-seminar knowledge, attitudes and 
behaviors regarding the concepts of faith and health.  
 
After the seminar, I will provide individual coaching sessions for three consecutive months to 
two ministry participants and two healthcare participants. The coaching sessions will focus on 
how the participant is applying the seminar teaching in their everyday lives. Each coaching 
session will be approximately one hour in length and be conducted face to face in a comfortable 
convenient location or by telephone.  
 
I am writing to invite you to be a part of this research project by participating in the seminar and 
completing the pre and post-seminar questionnaires and to consider volunteering to participate in 
the coaching sessions that follow. There is no charge for this seminar or participation in the 
coaching sessions. Lunch and refreshments will be provided on the day of the seminar.  
 
As healthcare and ministry professionals and leaders, I value your honest and unbiased responses 
so please be assured that confidentiality is of my utmost concern. The questionnaires will be 
identified only by a personal number that you will create; the electronic data will be protected by 
password, which only I will know and I will not make any attempt to connect responses to 
individuals.  
 
Thank you for your participation.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Deborah K. Huckaby 
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APPENDIX B 
Please complete the follow boxes to create your own personal identification number (PIN): 
     The first initial of your mother’s maiden name _____ 
     The last four digits of your social security number _____ _____ _____ _____ 
 
Integration of Faith Health 
Pre-Seminar Questionnaire 
This questionnaire is a part of a research project designed to identify the knowledge, attitudes and 
behaviors regarding the integration of faith and health. 
Check one:  Ministry professional or leader: ____  Healthcare professional or leader:  ____ 
Knowledge (what I know) 
Strongly 
Agree Agree 
     
Neutral    
  
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1. Biblical terms such as body, mind, spirit generally 
refer to the human being as a unified whole      
2. The process of Christian maturity restores a 
person ultimately to the image of God      
3. The mind can be disordered by the body and the 
body can be disordered by the mind       
4. The top 15 leading causes of death in U.S.  have 
spiritual root causes       
5. People who maintain spiritual practices have 
fewer surgeries      
 
Attitude (how I think or feel) 
Strongly 
Agree Agree 
     
Neutral    
  
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
6.  I think of my mind, body and spirit as being 
inseparable      
7. The fact that people are created in the image of God 
influences the way I think of a person      
8.  I think wholeness is the goal of healing      
9.  I believe that forgiveness (forgiving others and being 
forgiven) improves the quality of life       
10. I believe my body executes my thoughts and feelings 
as commands       
 
Behavior (what I do)  
Strongly 
Agree Agree 
     
Neutral    
  
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
11. When I have a physical pain or problem I generally 
pray before taking medication      
12. I treat my body as the temple of God       
13. I seek to understand how my beliefs are influencing 
my well-being       
14. I improve my health through promotion more than 
treatment      
15. I engage both healthcare and ministry caregivers to 
help me be my best       
Comments: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
Thank you for participating in this questionnaire 
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APPENDIX C  
Please complete the follow boxes to create your own personal identification number (PIN): 
     The first initial of your mother’s maiden name _____ 
     The last four digits of your social security number _____ _____ _____ _____ 
 
Integration of Faith Health 
Post-Seminar Questionnaire 
This questionnaire is a part of a research project designed to identify the knowledge, attitudes and 
behaviors regarding the integration of faith and health. 
Check one:  Ministry professional or leader: ____  Healthcare professional or leader:  ____ 
 
Knowledge (what I know) 
Strongly 
Agree Agree 
     
Neutral    
  
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1. Biblical terms such as body, mind, spirit generally 
refer to the human being as a unified whole      
2. The process of Christian maturity restores a 
person ultimately to the image of God      
3. The mind can be disordered by the body and the 
body can be disordered by the mind       
4. The top 15 leading causes of death in U.S.  have 
spiritual root causes       
5. People who maintain spiritual practices have 
fewer surgeries      
 
Attitude (how I think or feel) 
Strongly 
Agree Agree 
     
Neutral    
  
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
6.  I think of my mind, body and spirit as being 
inseparable      
7. The fact that people are created in the image of God 
influences the way I think of a person      
8.  I think wholeness is the goal of healing      
9.  I believe that forgiveness (forgiving others and being 
forgiven) improves the quality of life       
10. I believe my body executes my thoughts and feelings 
as commands       
 
Behavior (what I do)  
Strongly 
Agree Agree 
     
Neutral    
  
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
11. When I have a physical pain or problem I will 
generally pray before taking medication      
12. I will treat my body as the temple of God       
13. I will seek to understand how my beliefs are 
influencing my well-being       
14. I want to improve my health through promotion more 
than treatment      
15. I plan to engage both healthcare and ministry 
caregivers to help me be my best       
Comments: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Thank you for participating in this questionnaire  
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APPENDIX D 
Integration of Faith Health 
Coaching Interview 
Session ____                                   Date _____ 
 
Personal Identification Number (PIN): ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
Check One:  Ministry professional or leader: ____ Healthcare professional or leader: ____ 
 
Interview Questions:  
 
1. Describe how the seminar impacted your health? 
2. Describe how has the seminar impacted your faith? 
3. In what ways has the seminar impacted your attitude and behavior regarding the unity of 
mind, body and spirit? 
4. What other thoughts or feelings would you like to share about the connection between faith 
and health?   
5. What topic of discussion from the seminar has been useful to you this past month?  
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APPENDIX E 
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER 
Integration of Faith and Health 
You are invited to be in a research study being done by Deborah Huckaby from the 
Asbury Theological Seminary.  You are invited because you are a healthcare or ministry 
professional or leader and the research is focused on the integration of faith and health.   
If you agree to be in the study, you will be asked to come to a one day (6 hour) seminar 
and take a short answer questionnaire before and after the seminar. At the seminar you will be 
given the opportunity to volunteer for 3 individual coaching sessions with Deborah Huckaby one 
per month in the three months following the seminar. Two ministry volunteers and two 
healthcare volunteers will be selected for the coaching sessions. Each coaching session will be 
conducted in a place comfortable and convenient to you or during a telephone conversation if 
necessary. There is no payment required for attendance at the seminar or for participation in the 
coaching session. Lunch and refreshments will be provided during the seminar for your comfort.  
Your family will know that you are in the study.  If anyone else is given information 
about you, they will not know your name.  An initial and numbers will be used instead of your 
name.  
If something makes you feel bad while you are in the study, please tell Deborah 
Huckaby.  If you decide at any time you do not want to finish the study, you may stop whenever 
you want. You can ask Deborah Huckaby questions any time about anything in this study.  
Signing this paper means that you have read this or had it read to you, and that you want 
to be in the study.  If you do not want to be in the study, do not sign the paper.  Being in the 
study is up to you, and no one will be mad if you do not sign this paper or even if you change 
your mind later. You agree that you have been told about this study and why it is being done and 
what to do.   
                                                                                                             ___________              
Signature of Person Agreeing to be in the Study                                  Date Signed   
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